ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:30 p.m.
Committee Room No. 2

AGENDA
Page
1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of December 3, 2013 (ON-TABLE)

3.0

INFORMATION PRESENTATIONS

3.1

660 Quayside (Larco)
REZ00102
An application has been initiated by the City to rezone the site from Central
Business Districts (Restricted) (C-4a) to Comprehensive Development District (CD 55) in order to establish a Comprehensive Development Master Plan to guide future
development of the site.

6

3.2

57 Sixth Street
REZ00097
An application has been received to rezone the property at 57 Sixth St from Central
Business Districts (C-4) to a Comprehensive Development District to allow 282
residential units and approximately 7,400 square feet of commercial space.

22

3.3

728 and 734 Ewen Avenue and a portion of 220 Campbell Street
REZ00094
An application has been received to rezone the property at 728 and 734 Ewen
Avenue and a portion of 220 Campbell Street from Queensborough Neighbourhood
Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ-1) to Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3)
in order to allow a 37 unit townhouse development.

65

3.4

746 Ewen Avenue and a portion of 220 Campbell Street
REZ00077
An application has been received to rezone the property at 746 Ewen Avenue and a
portion of 220 Campbell Street from Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential
Dwelling Districts (RQ-1) to Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3) in order to
construct a 30 unit townhouse development.

134

4.0

REZONING

4.1

41 and 175 Duncan Street
REZ00008
An application has been received to rezone the property at 41 and 175 Duncan
Street from Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2) to Comprehensive Development
Districts (Duncan Street)(CD-42), Comprehensive Development Districts (Duncan
Street) (CD-43), Parks Districts (P-10) and Heavy Industrial Districts (M - 2). The
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applicant proposes to develop 48 townhouses, 425 apartment units, leave a portion
of the site under a modified industrial zoning to allow employment uses in the
development and reconstruct the perimeter dyke with a portion of the perimeter
trail located on the dyke. The dyke would be dedicated to the City.
4.2

428, 432 Thirteenth Street, 1305 Cariboo Street,
and 1308 Fifth Avenue

REZ00082

305

Rezoning and Development Permit applications have been received for 428, 432
Thirteenth Street, 1305 Cariboo Street, and 1308 Fifth Avenue for a proposed 55
unit residential development with two levels of parking. The proposed floor space
would be 1.99 and would include an apartment building sited at the Fifth Avenue
and Thirteenth Street property lines and a separate five unit townhouse fronting
Cariboo Street.
4.3

845 Royal Avenue
Amendment to HER00263
A request has been made to revise Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) Bylaw
No. 7340, 2009 (prior to adoption) to allow for 10 market rental bachelor suites
(strata lot 1) and one three-bedroom caretaker unit (strata lot 2). A Housing
Agreement is proposed that would ensure the long-term rental status of the 10
bachelor units. The revision seeks to vary the required off-street parking from 11 to
0 spaces. The HRA would continue to vary the zoning from RS-1 to multi-family.

5.0

NEW BUSINESS

5.1

Production of Medical Marihuana - Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment
The purpose of this report is to seek input from the Advisory Planning Commission
regarding a proposed amendment to the Zoning Bylaw that would permit the
growing of marihuana in the M-2 Heavy Industrial District.

6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

6.1

Master Transportation Plan Advisory Committee Update – Standing Item
(Ken Williams)

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

8.0

NEXT MEETING
February 18, 2014 (in Committee Room No. 2)

9.0

ADJOURNMENT
Please contact Julia Dykstra to confirm your attendance 604-515-3767 or
jdykstra@newwestcity.ca
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Advisory Planning Commission
Members

Date: January 21, 2014

From:

Barry Waitt,
Senior Planner

File:

Subject:

57 Sixth Street, 515 – 529 Carnarvon Street – Rezoning and Special
Development Permit applications for Proposed Mixed Use Commercial
and Multi Unit Rental Residential Project

REZ00097
SDP00196

PURPOSE
The City of New Westminster has received a Rezoning and a Special Development
Permit application for a mixed use commercial / multi-unit rental residential development
at 57 Sixth Street, 515 – 529 Carnarvon Street. The purpose of this report is to provide
the Advisory Planning Commission with information on this application.
BACKGROUND

Architect / Applicant

GBL Architects

Current Zoning

Central Business Districts (C-4)

Proposed Zoning

CD Comprehensive Development District

OCP land use designation

Mixed Use High Density

OCP Development Permit Area

Downtown Development Permit Area

Site Data
Sixth Street Frontage:
Carnarvon Street Frontage:

40 m (131 ft.)
70.7m (232 ft.)

Area:

2,828.7sq. ( 30,448 sq. ft.)
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SITE CONTEXT
The subject site is currently occupied by the former Gyro health building, an auto repair
shop and two single family dwellings. There is a mix of low scale commercial buildings,
a single family dwelling and a high density mixed use commercial / residential site (the
Quantum) across Carnarvon Street, with a high density mixed use commercial / multiple
unit residential development across Sixth Street. A low scale commercial building, a
small apartment building and the Masonic Hall are across Victoria Street, while a four
storey multiple unit residential dwelling is located to the east of the site. The site slopes
down toward the Fraser River and includes a few trees at the easterly end of the site.
A proposal has also been received regarding the potential development of the Masonic
Hall site, involving the retention of the front façade of the Hall and the construction of a
high rise multi-unit rental residential development. A formal application is expected for
this site in the near future.
POLICY CONTEXT
The Official Community Plan land use designation for the site is for Mixed-Use High
Density, with commercial required at grade along Sixth Street. The Downtown,
identified as the Downtown Permit Area #1, is the cultural and historic heart of the City.
This Development Permit Area is designated to support its Regional City Centre
designation in the Regional Growth Strategy.
The subject site is located in the Albert Crescent Precinct in the Downtown Community
Plan. Objectives of the Albert Crescent Precinct include a variety of housing types and
tenure arrangements, ground oriented units and housing suitable for families. The
precinct vision also notes Sixth Street as an important north/south connector linking
Downtown with Uptown. Sixth Street will continue to be designed as a main pedestrian
route and high density residential and commercial corridor.
The first strategy in the Housing section of the Downtown Community Plan is to provide
a range of housing choices by tenure and type to meet the diverse needs of current and
future residents. The Secured Market Rental Housing Policy was adopted by Council on
May 13, 2013. The objective of this policy is to increase the supply of market rental
housing and ensure security of tenure over time.
PROPOSAL
The proposal is for a commercial and market rental multi-unit residential development.
Townhouses are indicated along Carnarvon Street and Victoria Street, with commercial
Doc#507386
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units at grade along Sixth Street and apartment units above. The residential podium is
five levels in height, with the tower height at 20 and 25 storeys. The site slopes steeply
down Sixth Street, necessitating two partial commercial storeys oriented to Sixth Street.
No above grade parking will be visible, with the exception of the parking entrance.
While most of the units are studios and one bedroom units, 51 two bedroom units and 8
three bedroom units are also included in the proposed development.
Preliminary Development Statistics:
The following preliminary statistics are provided:
Commercial Floor Area:
508 sq. m. (5,470) sq. ft.)
Residential Floor Area: 18,324.2 sq. m. (197,241) sq. ft.)
Gross Floor Area:
18,832 sq. m. (202,708) sq. ft.)
Floor Space Ratio:
Site Coverage:

Building Height:

6.66
40%
(40 feet above height datum)
76.2 metres (250 feet)

Unit Breakdown
Studios:
One bedroom:
Two bedrooms:
Three bedrooms:
Total:

66
157
51
8
282

Parking Required:
Parking Proposed:

407 spaces
180 spaces

DISCUSSION
The proposed mixed use commercial and multi-unit residential development supports a
number of adopted City policies. The project:
 Is a mixed use high density development.
 Includes commercial at grade along Sixth Street.
 Will be secured market rental housing.
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 Has a variety of unit sizes from studio to three bedroom units.
 Includes ground oriented units suitable for families.
The site will need to be rezoned to a Comprehensive Development District with a higher
density than is permitted under the current C-4 District zoning. It is recognized that the
density is greater than most developments in the area. The proposed density will be
assessed by staff and the design panel in terms of shadow studies, view analysis and
general massing.
The preliminary report to Council on this application advised that the parking proposed
was significantly lower than that required in the Zoning Bylaw and that the applicant
would need to provide a parking study by a professional engineer indicating the projected
parking demand for the project.
Utilizing the standards in the draft Downtown Parking Study based on rental housing, the
following parking spaces would be required:
Use
Studio / One
Bedroom
2 + bedrooms
Visitors
Commercial
Total:

Rate (spaces / unit)
0.6
0.8
0.1
1 / 100 sq. m.

Units / Commercial Parking Required
223
134
59
282
508 sq. m.

48
29
6
217

The following site trip reductions and their corresponding reduction in parking spaces are
proposed:
Site Trip Reduction

Parking Reduction

Car share vehicles:

9

Shared Parking:

7

Distance to Sky Train:

11

Transit Pass Subsidy:

11

Total Proposed Reduction:

38

Parking Required with Reductions:
Doc#507386
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Parking Proposed:

180 spaces

On November 18, 2013 Council endorsed proceeding with the application based on the
parking proposed for the development.
The applicant has also engaged Bunt and Associates to conduct a traffic study of the
proposal.
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT CARD
Highlights of the sustainability report card include the more intensive use of land in an
appropriate location relative to other land uses, the addition of over 280 rental units
downtown. Items not being pursued at this point include an alternative energy system or
a recognized industry system for energy efficiency.

Environment
Social and Cultural
Highlights of the proposal:
1. Landscaped podium
1. 282 rental units
roofs, garden plots
2. Storm water
2. Ground oriented
management plan
housing
3. Diversity in unit mix
Items not pursued in the proposal:
1. Alternative energy
1. Affordable market
system
housing

Economic
1. More intensive use of
land
2. Commercial space
included

1. No office space

2. Industry standard for
sustainable design
PROCESS









Preliminary report to Council
Meeting with Residents Association
Applicant holds Open House
Advisory Planning Commission – we are here
Design Panel information submission
Design Panel approval
Advisory Planning Commission Hearing
Public Hearing report to Council / 1st and 2nd Reading of Bylaw
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 Public Hearing is held
 Final Adoption of Zoning Amendment Bylaw
 Issuance of Special Development Permit
CONCLUSION
The proposed project is supportive of a number of City policies outlined in the adopted
Downtown Community Plan, as well as in the Secured Market Rental Housing Policy,
including:
 The appropriate land use for the site.
 Commercial at grade along Sixth Street.
 The provision of 282 market rental housing units, including a variety of unit types.
 Ground oriented housing along Carnarvon and Victoria Streets.
Issues that the APC may want to consider are the density of the proposed project and the
parking and traffic impact of the development.

__________________
Barry Waitt
Senior Planner
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APPENDIX A
SITE CONTEXT MAP
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57 Sixth Street

SUBJECT
SITE

1: 1,297
0.1
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N
CNW GIS Services

0

0.03

0.1 Kilometers

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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APPENDIX C
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT CARD
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the Advisory Planning
Commission

Date: January 21, 2013

From:

Jim Hurst
Development Planner

File:

Subject:

Proposed Rezoning of 728 and 734 Ewen Avenue and a portion of 220
Campbell Street in order to allow a 37 unit Townhouse Development Preliminary Report.

REZ00094
DPQ00064

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information

PURPOSE
An application has been received to rezone the property at 728 and 734 Ewen Avenue
and a portion of 220 Campbell Street to allow development of a 37 unit townhouse
development. This report provides preliminary information to the Advisory Planning
Commission on this application.
BACKGROUND
Agent:

Amarjit Ubhi
7732 118 Street, Delta, B.C.

Existing Zoning:

Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential
Dwelling Districts (RQ-1)

Proposed Zoning:

Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3)

Official Community Plan Land Use (RMC) Residential Medium Density/ Community
Designation:
Facility
Site Characteristics:

Doc # 509005

Site Area: 1.7 acres (0.8 hectares)
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Appendices Attached to this Report

1
2
3

Title
Location Map Showing Bus Stop
Locations
Project Plans Including Design
Rational and CPTED Review
Sustainability Report Card

4

Text of Existing Official
Community Plan Designations

5

Queensborough Plan Update –
Draft Land Use Map

6
7
8

Title
Policy Evaluation For Proposed
Variances
Queensborough Townhouse
Comparison Chart
Advance Street Plan – Salter,
Campbell & Ewen Area

PROPOSAL
The applicant proposes to build a townhouse development with 37 three-bedroom units in
9 buildings. The project would provide 72 residential parking spaces, and 7 visitor
parking spaces. The proposed Floor Space Ratio is 0.70 and the site coverage is 34% and
the density is 21.8 units per acre. The buildings will have a height of 33.4 feet (10.1
metres). In order to construct the new access road the development site would provide a
dedication of 5,558 square feet. As part of the development a 4,078.6 square foot portion
of the property at 220 Campbell Street has been purchased and would be dedicated as
roadway. The property at 220 Campbell Street is zoned Queensborough Neighbourhood
Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ-1). The property would be reduced in size from
21,780 square feet to 16,222 square feet and would remain under the RQ–1 zoning.
CONTEXT
The subject site is zoned Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts
(RQ-1). The subject properties are currently occupied by single detached dwellings
constructed in 1936 and 1949. The property to the west of at 746 Ewen Avenue is also
the subject of a current rezoning application to construct 30 townhouse units.
To the north across Ewen Avenue and to the east beyond Campbell Street are single
detached dwellings. To the west are single detached dwellings designated in the existing
and draft community plans for future medium density residential. To the south are large
properties zoned RQ-1 that will be the subject of future subdivision applications.
The site has a geodetic elevation of 0.7 to 1.1 metres (2 to 3 feet) and is located within
the Fraser River Flood Plain. It is subject to regulations that limit the development at
grade for each unit to 452 square feet for automobile parking and 118 square feet for an
Doc # 509005
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entry area. No storage or habitable floor space is allowed at grade. The underside of the
floor system for the habitable space must be clear of 11.53 feet (3.53 metres) GSC.
Variances Proposed in this Application
Variances are proposed for the separations between buildings on the site and to allow
tandem parking for 17 of the 37 units. The variances proposed in this application are:
Zoning Bylaw
Section

Building
Number

Required
Separation
(feet)

Provided
Separation
(feet)

418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
Parking Spaces

1–9
2–8
3–8
3–7
4–7
6-7
4–5
3–4
2–3
2, 3, 4, 7, 8

37.6
37.6
37.6
37.6
37.6
35.6
37.6
35.6
35.6
Side By Side

31.7
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
28.0
28.0
30.0
28.0
Tandem

OCP Development Permit Area
The proposed site is designated as part of Residential Development Permit Area #8 East
Queensborough (Queensborough #3). These development permit areas are:
…designated in order to provide housing in close proximity to the neighbourhood
centre and help define the axis streets leading to the centre of the neighbourhood.
This area will contain medium density, multi-family residential uses and may
include community amenities such as child care or community space (e.g., fire
hall).
Advance Street Plan- Salter, Campbell and Ewen Area Street Plan – SALTER,
CAMPBELL & EWEN AREA
City Council has endorsed four Advance Street Plans for the Queensborough area. One of
those plans specifies that the properties at 728, 736 and 746 Ewen Avenue are to take
their site access from a new street to be dedicated along the southerly property line of
these three properties. In order for the development at 746 Ewen Avenue to go ahead then
the south access road must be dedicated by all three properties seeking redevelopment. A
portion of the property at 220 Campbell Street must also be dedicated for this access
Doc # 509005
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road. In order for 746 Ewen Avenue to be developed the coordination of all four
properties is required. The rezoning application for 728 and 736 Ewen is being presented
on the same agenda as this report as the projects must be viewed as one for these off-site
works.
Proximity to Transit Services
Transit Facility
Skytrain Station
Frequent Transit
Network
Transit Stop

Service Level (min)

Distance (m)
2 km
No
40 meters

Sustainability Considerations
A Sustainability Report Card has been received for this proposal is generally supportive
of the City’s sustainability objectives in terms of providing family oriented units,
increasing tax revenue from the property and intensifying the land use to support local
businesses.
DISCUSSION
The Queensborough Community Plan is currently under review. The current designation
of the properties at 728, 734 and 746 Ewen Avenue is (RMC) Residential Medium
Density/ Community Facility. This designation would allow townhouse development to
be considered. The RMC designation will not be used in the future plan. That designation
will be replaced on the three properties with:
(RM) Residential – Medium Density – this area will contain medium density
multi-family residential uses such as row houses, townhouses, and low rises …
This designation is consistent with the RMC designation as both allow medium
density residential uses and identify townhouses as acceptable forms of
development.
During the current plan review process, this designation has not been questioned or raised
as a concern by the public, staff or Council. It is for this reason that staff are
recommending that this application be brought forward for Council consideration at this
time and that the application proceed through the typical review process.
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NEXT STEPS
The next steps in the development review process are outlined below:
1. The application is circulated for review to all City Departments. - Ongoing
2. Heritage evaluation of the existing houses at 728 and 734 Ewen Avenue. – Report
to Council
3. The applicant will attend a future Queensborough Residents Association meeting
to discuss this application and may also hold a public meeting. March and May
4. The application will be considered by the Advisory Planning Commission.
Preliminary - January
5. The design of the project will be reviewed by the New Westminster Design Panel.
Preliminary February
6. Staff review of the proposed amenity contribution per City policy and report to
Council.
7. The application would be brought forward for consideration by City Council.
CONCLUSION
An application has been received to rezone the property at 728 and 734 Ewen Avenue to
allow a 37 unit townhouse development. The application satisfies the Official
Community Plan designations for the site. The application will be brought back to the
Advisory Planning Commission for formal consideration once the technical and design
reviews are complete and the community consultation is complete.

James Hurst,
Development Planner
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APPENDIX #1

LOCATION MAP SHOWING BUS STOP LOCATIONS
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728 and 734 Ewen Ave and 220 Campbell St

1: 2,594
0.1
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N
CNW GIS Services

0
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0.1 Kilometers

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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PROJECT PLANS
DESIGN RATIONAL AND CPTED REVIEW
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca

X

X

X

AMENITY SPACE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NEW STREET

X
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca

UPPER FLOOR

UPPER FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

BUILDING #1 & #5

BUILDING #6
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca

UPPER FLOOR

UPPER FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
BUILDING #7 & #8(REVERSE)

GROUND FLOOR
BUILDING #9
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca

UPPER FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
BUILDING #2 #4 & #3 (REVERSE)
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NOTES: * PLANT SIZES IN THIS LIST ARE SPECIFIED ACCORDING TO THE BC LANDSCAPE STANDARD, LATEST EDITION. CONTAINER SIZES SPECIFIED AS PER
CNTA STANDARDS. BOTH PLANT SIZE AND CONTAINER SIZE ARE THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SIZES. * REFER TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEFINED CONTAINER
MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER PLANT MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS. * SEARCH AND REVIEW: MAKE PLANT MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR OPTIONAL REVIEW BY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT AT SOURCE OF SUPPLY. AREA OF SEARCH TO INCLUDE LOWER MAINLAND AND FRASER VALLEY. * SUBSTITUTIONS: OBTAIN WRITTEN
APPROVAL FROM THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO MAKING ANY SUBSTITUTIONS TO THE SPECIFIED MATERIAL. UNAPPROVED SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE
REJECTED. ALLOW A MINIMUM OF FIVE DAYS PRIOR TO DELIVERY FOR REQUEST TO SUBSTITUTE. SUBSTITUTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD - DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS OF AVAILABILITY. ALL LANDSCAPE MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP MUST MEET OR EXCEED BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD'S LATEST EDITION. ALL PLANT MATERIAL MUST BE PROVIDED FROM CERTIFIED DISEASE FREE NURSERY
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37 UNIT TOWNHOUSE DEVELOPMENT
728 and 734 EWEN AVENUE
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APPENDIX #3

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT CARD
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2

1

Subject Area

See speciﬁcations in the City’s Building Permit
Requirement Package.

Uses construction techniques which minimize
site disturbance (sedimentation & erosion)
during the development phase.

Recommended:
60% of waste for demolition (by weight)
80% of waste for construction (by weight)
Stormwater

Includes a plan for construction waste
Waste &
disposal, specifying what percent of materials Materials
to be recycled. See Metro Vancouver’s DLC
Waste Management Toolkit.

Environment

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

1

1

/1

/1

Score

Sediment and erosion control
will be determined by the design
and consultation of a civil engineer.

80
= _________
% of construction

60
= _________
% of demolition

Recycled material:

Explanation

APPLICANT

/1

/1

Score

Comments

STAFF

Economic

Short Description of Project:______________________________________

Page 11

Page 8
Social & Cultural

37-unit slab-on-grade townhouse project

Page 1

Environment

VERSION # 1

Categories

June 2011

Planning Division

SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT CARD

Rezoning or
Development Permit Number: ___________________________________

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
Project Address:_______________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________________
June 21, 2013

PROJECT TYPE: RESIDENTIAL

81

6

Energy
Efﬁciency

Energy
Efﬁciency

Uses energy-efﬁcient lighting in individual
units and common areas.

5

Provides programmable thermostats in each
unit.

Habitat

Provides plants and staked trees in accordance
with the BC Landscape Standard.

7

Stormwater

Stormwater

Uses drought-tolerant landscaping and/
or high-efﬁciency or captured rainwater
irrigation systems.

See Metro Vancouver’s Stormwater Source
Control Design Guidelines.

Provides for stormwater retention &
evaporation, and groundwater treatment &
recharge in the stormwater management
plan.

Subject Area

4

3

VERSION # 1

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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2

1

1

1

3

/2

/1

/1

/1

/3

Score

Programmable thermostats wil be
provided in each dwelling unit to
control ambient temperature of
each unit.

Energy-efficient lighting will be
provided in all common areas in
addition to strategic placement
within each unit's common living
spaces, such as Living and Dining a

Will provide landscaping per BC
Landscape Standard.

Drought-tolerant plantings will be
used.

stormwater will be managed
through several different systems,
including rain-water leaders and
surface collection of rain-water in
common amenity spaces, which
will retain any surface water prior to
being filtered through draintiles and
sediment-control sumps.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/2

/1

/1

/1

/3

Score Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 2
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Waste &
Materials

Waste &
Materials

Energy
Efﬁciency

Subject Area

EARLY STAGE

Achieves a recognized industry standard for
Building Rating
energy efﬁciency or sustainable design, such as
LEED; BuiltGreen Gold; BC Hydro PowerSmart
Gold; Energuide 82; or performance 25% better
than the Model National Energy Code.

EARLY STAGE

recycling collection (newsprint, paper,
containers, organics) in a secure common area
as per Draft Metro Vancouver Recycling Space
Standards (Appendix A).

Uses low-VOC (volatile organic compound)
products such as paints, carpeting and
adhesives to improve indoor air quality.

See www.energystar.gov under ‘Products’.

Provides EnergyStar-rated appliances.

10 Above City requirements, provides 4-stream

9

8

VERSION # 1

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

83

0

2

1

1

/8

/2

/1

/1

Score

Not provided

Each unit will be provided with
storage space (3 s.f./unit) for their
individual units needs for 4-stream
recycling.

111
= ___________
sq ft

Recycling space proposed:

low-VOC materials and products
will be used in construction and
finishing of project.

EnergyStar-rated appliances will be
provided in units.

Detail type of appliance:

Explanation

APPLICANT

/8

/2

/1

/1

Score Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 3

EARLY STAGE

• Uses high albedo (“white roof”) rooﬁng to
limit heat gain/heat island effect.

• Uses exterior window shading devices to
limit excessive solar heat gain.

• If possible, state the glazed area % of
envelope = _______%
60
Recommended: Below 60%

• Limits overall amount of exterior glazing to
minimize seasonal heat loss/heat gain:

• Uses landscaping & deciduous trees to
limit summertime solar gain & maximize
wintertime solar access.

• Provides operable windows on two sides of
units to allow cross-ventilation.

• Sites/masses buildings to maximize
natural lighting on sides with limited solar
exposure.

Examples:

VERSION # 1

14

Maximizes use of passive solar design to
reduce excessive heat loss/heat gain and
reduce energy consumption.

See speciﬁcations in the City’s Building Permit
Requirement Package.

EARLY STAGE

features or provides a net gain in tree canopy
and landscaped area.

13 Retains sound original trees and landscape

Provides space for growing food in common
areas (i.e. at-grade gardens or raised planters).

EARLY STAGE

features, including landscaped common areas
and walkways to green the built environment.

12 Provides open greenspace and other greened

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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Energy
Efﬁciency

Habitat

Habitat

Subject Area

/2

/3

/4

3

2

2

Score

Units will incorporate acceptable
roof over-hangs to shield upper
windows.

limited glazing will be provided to
reduce solar heat-gain in the
summer and heat-loss in the winter.

Deciduous trees and landscaping
will be used to shield
harmful/strong solar rays and
mitigate excessive heat-gain in
units in the summer time, while
providing maximum light and heat
in the winter months.

Units are designed to utilize
cross-ventilation with operable
windows at both front and rear of
units.

Site does not contain any existing
trees but will be provided with new
trees for a net gain.

A common amenity space will be
provided for children to play.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/4

/2

/3

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 4

*% of total building material cost. Note also
that heritage lumber/siding must be graded.

Recycled-- minimum 7.5%*
Salvaged/Refurbished-- minimum 10%*.

Recommended:

Facilitates salvaging of on-site heritage
materials by contractors or persons/groups
with a heritage interest.

VERSION # 1

buildings to improve building energy
efﬁciency, reduce heat island effect &
stormwater runoff, and create habitat &
biodiversity.

19 Incorporates landscaped roofs on concrete

18

Incorporates use of recycled and/or salvaged
materials, including those salvaged from
on-site or off-site heritage buildings.

Zoning By-law Section 150.74 allows a 3-space
parking reduction if a co-op vehicle & space is
provided. See also www.modo.coop.

EARLY STAGE

space as per City parking reduction incentive
policy.

17 Provides a co-op vehicle and assigned parking

Example: Solar or geo-exchange systems for
building hot water heating.

EARLY STAGE

Stormwater &
Habitat

Waste &
Materials

Transportation

Alternative
Energy

as geo-exchange, solar, or district energy.

EARLY STAGE

16 Incorporates alternative energy systems, such

Building Code requirements.

Energy
Efﬁciency

Subject Area

15 Achieves building energy performance above

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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0

0

0

0

2

/3

/2

/1

/4

/4

Score

Not provided.

Not provided.

Specify % of material:

Not provided.

Not provided.

Specify % of energy provided:

Low E tinted windows are being
provided on south and west
elevations.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/3

/2

/1

/4

/4

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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86

Transportation

24 Provides electric plug-ins to support use of

VERSION # 1

See BC Hydro’s Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure Deployment Guidelines

Recommended: 10% of resident stalls.

electric vehicles.

efﬁciency HVAC systems (heat recovery
systems, variable speed fans, etc.).

Energy
Efﬁciency

Habitat

23 In wood-frame buildings, incorporates high-

*Deﬁned by Invasive Plant Council of BC
www.invasiveplantcouncilbc.ca

native or adaptive species which provide
multi-storey habitat (groundcover, shrubs &
trees).

22 Removes invasive species* and incorporates

21

Stormwater

Subject Area

Reuses existing topsoil and other soils through Stormwater
on-site or nearby storage and topsoil screening
or other related practices.

grading for groundwater recharge and
stormwater retention/evaporation.

20 Provides 20 cm (8 in) of topsoil as ﬁnished

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

/1

/1

/1

1

/1

/2

0

1

1

1

Score

% of resident stalls:
10% of the visitor stalls (1 stall) will
be provided with a monitored
pay-per-use electric plug-in stall for
an electric car.

Not provided.

The existing site will be cleared of
all vegetation. A combination of
native and non native plants will be
used to create a diverse mixture of
plants in a multi-storey habitat

Top soil will be retained for re-use
on site in central amenity space
during construction.

A minimum of 8" of top soil will be
provided.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/1

/2

/1

/1

/1

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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VERSION # 1

TOTAL SCORE:
ENVIRONMENTAL ITEMS

UNIQUE SITE ASPECTS WHICH LIMIT
SUSTAINABILITY ACHIEVEMENT:

26 CONSTRAINTS—

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS NOT
CAPTURED ABOVE:

25 INNOVATION—

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

Subject Area

Explanation

/51

27

Due to the sites dimensions and location
and zoning, the project has dificulty
meeting or exceeding the requirements for
sustainable amenities such as food
gardens and extensive tree provisions while
providing a density increase within the city
OCP.

This project is striving to densify a
low-density neighbourhood with
townhouses.

Score

APPLICANT

/51

0

Score Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 7

EARLY STAGE

EARLY STAGE

EARLY STAGE

*Deﬁned in “Standards & Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada”. See
www.historicplaces.ca

Includes a professional heritage conservation
plan. Achieves a recognized industry
standard* for heritage conservation.

VERSION # 1

32

31

Includes affordable market housing units.

30 Provides long-term market or non-market
rental units.
EARLY STAGE

EARLY STAGE

29 Provides a diversity of unit sizes.

28

Provides ground-oriented units.

Examples: Housing for the lifespan of all
people including children & parents with
strollers; visitability features.

Includes other adaptable housing & barrierfree design features beyond Building Code.

27 Provides adaptable housing design features
above City requirements.
EARLY STAGE

Social & Cultural

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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Heritage

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Accessibility

Subject Area

0

4

2

0

1

0

/4

/4

/5

/1

/1

/3

Score

100

% of Total

Not provided.

All units are geared to providing
affordable multi-family homes.

All are purchase-able units that may
or may not be rented-out.

3-bedroom

Unit Type

All units will be groun-oriented.

Because of the Flood Control
Level , the site will not be able to
provide any barrier-free access to
unit living space which must be
above the flood control-level (much
higher than the finished grade.

% of adaptable units:

Explanation

APPLICANT

/4

/4

/5

/1

/1

/3

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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89

EARLY STAGE

d) Other____________________

Provides private amenities (check all that
apply):
a) Accessible green roof
✔ b) Play areas
✔ c) Social gathering place

f) Other___________________

VERSION # 1

36

35

Heritage

Heritage

Subject Area

Amenities

Provides public amenities above City voluntary Amenities
amenity contribution policy (check all that
apply):
EARLY STAGE
a) Child care facility
b) Communal gardens
c) Play areas
d) Public art
e) Public gathering place

EARLY STAGE

Integrates authentic and existing heritage
features such as signs, garden walls, gates,
sidewalks, and/or heritage trees/landscaping.

neighbourhood character or history in the
proposed architecture and/or land use.

34 Includes references to historic site or

EARLY STAGE

structure through restoration or
rehabilitation. May include re-location.

33 Includes reuse of an existing heritage

Social & Cultural

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

/2

2

/4

0

/2

0

/2

0

Score

A public play area in the amenity
space will be provided.

The sites lot area does not
facilitate the inclusion of any public
amenity space in addition to the
the required amenity space.

Not applicable to this site.

Not applicable to this site.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/2

/4

/2

/2

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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VERSION # 1

TOTAL SCORE:
SOCIAL & CULTURAL ITEMS

UNIQUE SITE ASPECTS WHICH LIMIT
SUSTAINABILITY ACHIEVEMENT:

38 CONSTRAINTS—

SOCIAL/CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
NOT CAPTURED ABOVE:

37 INNOVATION—

Social & Cultural

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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Subject Area

Explanation

0
/28

/28

Score

9

The sites lot area does not facilitate the
inclusion of any public amenity space in
addition to the the required amenity space.

Score

APPLICANT
Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 10

Land Use

42 Supports and/or is compatible with the

VERSION # 1

TOTAL SCORE:
ECONOMIC ITEMS

UNIQUE SITE ASPECTS WHICH LIMIT
SUSTAINABILITY ACHIEVEMENT:

44 CONSTRAINTS—

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS NOT
CAPTURED ABOVE:

43 INNOVATION—

Supports walking to shops & services
by strengthening an existing/planned
neighbourhood centre or broadening its
current retail/service mix.

EARLY STAGE

ongoing viability of surrounding existing
commercial or industrial employers.

Land Use

EARLY STAGE

Land Use

Employment

Subject Area

41 Redevelops a contaminated brownﬁeld site.
EARLY STAGE

supports local businesses.

40 Creates more intensive use of land that

tax base.

39 Results in net increase in the City’s property

Economic

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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/13

/3

/4

/13

This sites proximity to local shops
and community services will
increase the frequenting of these
businesses and services.

Not applicable.

/2

/4

Score

0

/3

/4

/2

Yes, the increase in density of this
lot will facilitate the continued and
increased frequenting of local
businesses and establishments.

Yes, the increased density and
change of use of the existing lot
will increase the tax base for the
/4 existing lot.

Explanation

9

3

0

2

4

Score

APPLICANT
Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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1.2 For new multi-family building construction only, the centralized recycling storage space must also include a “Flex
Space” for storage of other reusable or recyclable materials. The required size of this space is 50% of the space
allocation for recyclable materials specified in Section 1.1.

1.1 The minimum size of the centralized recycling storage space for multi-family residential buildings and hospitality
lodgings shall be the greater of:
(a) 5 m2 (53.8 sq ft) or
(b) the space allocation determined by multiplying the number
of housing units by 0.19 m2 (2.05 sq ft)

In addition to storage space for the deposit and collection of garbage or refuse:

(Note: Access Standards may be added at a later date)

Draft Metro Vancouver Recycling Space Standards

APPENDIX A

APPENDIX # 4

TEXT OF EXISTING QUEENSBOROUGH OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN DESIGNATIONS
FOR 728 AND 734 EWEN AVENUE
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NEW WESTMINSTER OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
LAND USE DESIGNATION
In the Official Community Plan the site is designated for Residential Development at
Medium Density and/ or Community Facility. The Plan describes this designation as:
(RMC) Residential Medium Density/Community Facility: this area will contain
medium density multi-family residential uses such as detached townhouses, row
houses, and stacked townhouses. Depending on the provision of public amenities,
a density bonus may be provided in order to reach the upper limits of density in
this area. This area will also contain community amenities such as churches, child
care, libraries or community space.

NEW WESTMINSTER OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
# 8 EAST QUEENSBOROUGH
The Ewen Avenue area, identified as Development Permit Area #8 [see
Map D2] and as Development Permit Area #3 in the Queensborough
Official Community Plan, is designated in order to provide housing in close
proximity to the neighbourhood centre and help define the axis streets
leading to the centre of the neighbourhood. This area will contain medium
density, multi-family residential uses and may include community
amenities such as child care or community space (e.g., fire hall). Home
based businesses facing the street are encouraged. Small commercial uses
to serve the neighbourhood may be considered. This Development Permit
Area establishes objectives and guidelines for the form and character of
multi-family development.
[Discussion of this area is also contained in the Queensborough Official
Community Plan.]
Objectives
The objectives of this designation are:
• Establish this area as a street oriented and pedestrian friendly medium
density residential area.
• Implement a street oriented medium density residential theme for the
designated area.
• Preserve and enhance elements of the natural environment in
juxtaposition to development.
Guidelines
Development permits issued in this area shall be in accordance with the
guidelines indicated in the Queensborough Official Community Plan.
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QUEENSBOROUGH OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
#3 QUEENSBOROUGH
The Ewen Avenue area, identified as Development Permit Area #8 [see Map D2] and as
Development Permit Area#3 in the Queensborough Official Community Plan, is
designated in order to provide housing in close proximity to the neighbourhood centre
and help define the axis streets leading to the centre of the neighbourhood. This area will
contain medium density multi-family residential uses and may include community
amenities such as child care or community space (e.g., fire hall). Home based businesses
facing the street are encouraged. Small commercial uses to serve the neighbourhood may
be considered. This Development Permit Area establishes objectives and guidelines for
the form and character of multi-family development.
Objectives
The objectives of this designation are:
• Establish this area as a street oriented and pedestrian friendly medium density
residential area
• Implement a street oriented medium density residential theme for the designated area
• Preserve and enhance elements of the natural environment in juxtaposition to
development
Development Permits issued in this area shall be in accordance with the following
guidelines.
a) the shape and massing of the buildings should relate to each other to form an
organized streetscape
b) the shape and exterior finishes of buildings should be sufficiently varied to avoid a
monotonous appearance when the development is viewed in the whole. Natural
materials (e.g. wood siding, shingles and windows) are encouraged.
c) the shape, slope and finish of the roofs should be such that when viewed from
above they appear clean and attractive and, can maintain this quality over time
d) the development should have a sense of unity, but should not be made monotonous
through repetition of building form
e) exterior lighting and signs should be unobtrusive, in scale with their surroundings
and be used to unify the development
f) technical approaches to noise abatement shall be employed in building
construction in the area
g) all parking should be beneath or behind buildings and well concealed from public
view
h) all sites shall be well landscaped
i) streetscaping/trees shall be provided on specified boulevards
j) trees shall line all driveways on private property

95

k) where important natural features are to be retained, development variance permits
may be used to alter the massing of the buildings
l) provision be made for bicycle paths as part of the perimeter trail system through
developments
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APPENDIX #5

TEXT OF PROPOSED QUEENSBOROUGH OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN
DESIGNATIONS FOR 728 AND 734 EWEN AVENUE

DRAFT LAND USE MAP
DRAFT LAND USE DESIGNATION
DRAFT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
DESIGNATION
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SCHEDULE C
Land Use Designation Map
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QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY PLAN — Schedules

286

DRAFT LAND USE DESIGNATION FOR 726 AND 734
EWEN AVENUE
(RM) Residential – Medium Density – this area will contain medium density multifamily residential uses such as row houses, townhouses, and low rises. Depending on the
provision of public amenities, a density bonus may be provided in order to reach the
upper limits of density in this area.

DRAFT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
DESIGNATION FOR 726 AND 734 EWEN AVENUE
#1 Ewen Avenue Multi-family
The Ewen Avenue Multi-family areas, identified as Development Permit Area #1 [see
Map B], are designated in order to provide housing in close proximity to the
neighbourhood centre and help define the axis streets leading to the centre of the
neighbourhood. This area will contain medium density, multi-family residential uses and
may include community amenities such as child care or community space (e.g. fire hall).
Home based businesses facing the street are encouraged. This Development Permit Area
protects development from hazardous conditions arising from the floodplain, encourages
best practices for promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. It also establishes guidelines for the form and character of multi-family
development.
Properties located within this Development Permit Area that are zoned Ewen Avenue
Comprehensive Development Districts (RM-CD-2) that develop commercial uses in
accordance with the zone must instead comply with the guidelines included in the
Queensborough Main Street Development Permit Area.
DESIGN GUIDELINES SITING

Building siting must contribute to a pedestrian scale neighbourhood character. Consider
the following:
 Orient residential units to front all streets and/or city trails and greenways
immediately adjacent to or within the development, except where the adjacent
street is a highway or truck route.
 For all corner lots and/or corner units, locate and design buildings to address all
frontages, including public and internal streets, and/or city trails and greenways.
 Use building siting to reinforce a sense of arrival at intersections that provide key
access points into the community. Enhance this effect with other special features
(e.g. publicly accessible plazas at the street corner, special roof shapes and/or
other architectural features, street furniture).
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Building siting must respect the existing neighbourhood and site context. Consider the
following:
 Consider existing buildings and outdoor spaces when siting new buildings,
including the location of windows and entrances, overlook of outdoor space,
impacts to air circulation and light penetration, etc.
 Site buildings to retain and enhance heritage assets by incorporating them into the
development of the site, wherever possible, including buildings, engineering
works and/or cultural landscapes, as well as significant landscape features (e.g.
mature vegetation and trees, distinctive landforms).
 Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets to be compatible with their
historical context without literally imitating older building styles. In these cases,
new buildings should provide an original interpretation of the traditional building
style (i.e. draw inspiration from fundamental design characteristics) while
continuing to reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
 Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to pedestrians and neighbours. Locate
service areas and mechanical equipment (e.g. utilities, HVAC, meters) at the rear
of buildings and away from neighbouring residential uses. Minimize visibility of
service areas and mechanical equipment from streets, open spaces and neighbours
(e.g. screen, reduce service and garage opening size, use shared service areas).
CHARACTER

All buildings and developments must be designed to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that enhances the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
 Use an architectural approach (i.e. massing, facade treatment, detailing, materials
and colour choice) which is harmonious with the riverfront community context.
 Create a cohesive streetscape. Use a similar alignment of windowsills, building
and roof lines, cornices, and floor-to-floor spacing along the street block.
 Design all principal and accessory buildings within a development and/or all
elements of an individual building to the same architectural style. Provide enough
variety (e.g. through massing, architectural detail) to avoid a monotonous
appearance when the development is viewed as a whole and to reinforce individual
building identity.
 Coordinate lighting, outdoor furniture and garbage receptacles and design outdoor
areas (e.g. walkways, patios) and landscape elements (e.g. retaining walls, fences,
screening) to be consistent with the style, materials, colour and quality of the
overall development.
 Select project and internal street names that evoke Queensborough’s riverfront
community context and/or the legacy of its historically prominent citizens.
 Provide public art to help enrich outdoor spaces and create pedestrian scale
landmarks. Use art that highlights Queensborough’s sense of place and is unique
to each location.
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HERITAGE
Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets. Reuse historic
industrial and agricultural artefacts on redevelopment sites (e.g. as public art).
MASSING

Building massing must contribute to a pedestrian scale neighbourhood character.
Consider the following:
 Use substantial vertical architectural features (e.g. changes in building height,
bays, high voids) to break the massing of multiple unit buildings into smaller
modules of similar scale.
 Relate the modules to the organization of interior space such that the expression of
individual units is reflected in the overall form of the building. Use horizontal
architectural elements to define floor-to-floor transitions, roofs and cornice lines.
 Design the roof to minimize the overall building mass, incorporating articulation
and variations in roof planes (e.g. dormers, gables, crenelated parapets) to break
up roof mass and reduce building scale.
 Reinforce the pedestrian scale massing by designing all buildings to have a heavier
“base” and lighter “top” that are visibly differentiated by use of material (e.g.
masonry on the base and wood siding on the top) and details (e.g. cornice
treatments at the top).
Building massing must maximize natural light and ventilation to apartment and
condominium units. Consider the following:
 Mass buildings to promote as many units as possible having exterior walls with
windows on two sides.
 Configure internal units using a wide window-wall to shallow room-depth ratio
that ensures ample daylight penetrates to the rear of the unit.
 Organize the interior space such that, wherever possible, a majority of primary
living spaces (e.g. living room, family room, kitchen) have exterior walls with
windows on two sides. As a minimum, ensure all primary living spaces and
secondary living spaces (e.g. bedroom, den, office) have at least one exterior wall
with a window.
 Take microclimate into consideration.
FACADES
The facades of all building walls that face public or internal streets, drive aisles,
pedestrian pathways, parks or open space must provide visual interest. Use architectural
elements (e.g. fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design elements, secondary roof
elements) and/or material or colour change.
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ENTRANCES
Primary pedestrian entrances into buildings must be integrated into the design of the
building, yet be clearly expressed. Consider the following:
 Articulate massing to identify building entrances (e.g. tall voids, central mass,
recessed entry).
 Frame with a secondary roof element (e.g. porch) to identify building entrances
and protect from weather.
 Establish a hierarchy of entrances, giving grouped pedestrian entrances visual
priority, individual pedestrian entrances the next highest visual priority, and
vehicle entrances the lowest visual priority.
Building entrances must be located and designed to have a strong relationship with the
street. Consider the following:
 Make entries for residential buildings and ground-oriented units, including front
porches visible from, oriented toward and directly connected (via a short pathway
and/or stairs) to the street (public or internal), city greenway or trail, or semiprivate entry courtyard onto which the building fronts. Make any semi-private
entry courtyard visible from, oriented toward and directly connected to the public
street (via a short pathway and/or stairs).
 Distinguish entrances with an arrival feature (e.g. courtyard, gateway) at the point
where the semi-private sidewalk meets the public sidewalk. Incorporate smaller
arrival features to visibly differentiate different building entrances within a
development. Integrate the design of arrival features with the overall design of the
development.
ROOFS
Rooftops must appear clean and attractive and in keeping with the architectural style of
the building. Consider the following:
 Locate and screen mechanical and service equipment such that it appears as an
integral part of the building when viewed from any angle.
 Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive and easy to maintain to
a high level of neatness.
 Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island effect.
WINDOWS
Windows must contribute to an interesting, pedestrian-scale environment. Consider the
following:
 Use windows which are of clear glass (e.g. not tinted, reflective or opaque).
 Use windows which are rectangular or square in proportion, except for accent
windows which may have a unique shape.
 Locate windows in the garage door of residential parking structures facing onto
public or internal streets or walkways, including city trails and greenways.
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Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce unwanted heat
gain in summer months. Consider the following:
 Ensure a solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better for south-facing windows to
maximize solar gain during winter.
 Use exterior shading devices (e.g. awnings, canopies, overhangs, light shelves,
louvers) which provide shade from the high summer sun, but provide solar access
to the low winter sun. Use these devices particularly on south-facing windows.
 Provide operable windows in each residential dwelling and/or unit. Locate
operable windows to take advantage of Queensborough’s prevailing easterly
winds (i.e. winds from the east to the west) to provide cross ventilation.
 Use stack vents and light wells to provide additional light and ventilation to
primary and secondary living spaces.
 Take microclimate into consideration when locating and sizing windows.
SIGNS
Signs must be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and materials of
the development and/or building and its surrounding context. Consider the following:
 Integrate signs into the detailing of the building (i.e. not applied as an
afterthought) but subordinate to the overall building composition.
 Make signs visible from the street without being visually obtrusive. Design the
size, location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.
 Use indirect lighting from fixtures that are integrated into the overall design and
character of the development and/or building.
OPEN SPACE
Each development must provide directly-accessible private outdoor space for all units.
Consider the following:
 Include balconies for above grade units and patios for ground-oriented units.
 Design roofs to provide usable outdoor space.
 Where units front onto public or internal streets and/or city trails or greenways,
use the private outdoor space to create a transition. Design this area to be spatially
well-defined and visible from the street or walkway (e.g. elevate slightly, enclose
with low hedges or an open-railing fence).
Each development must provide semi-private outdoor common space for all multi-family
developments. Use common space to create a transition from private residential areas to
the development entry at public streets. Orient private patios and entries around the semiprivate common space to facilitate neighbourly interactions and provide overlook for
children as they play.
Common outdoor space must be designed to be of a usable size and configuration.
Include a range of activities and generations. Consider the following:
 Hard and soft landscaped areas such as courtyards, patios, lawns and/or
naturalized open space.
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 Seating options such as benches, moveable chairs and/or tables. Locate seating
options suited to different weather conditions such as areas that capture the sun,
are shaded (e.g. by building canopies or trees) and/or are sheltered from wind and
rain.
 Common gardens where residents can grow flowers and food together. These
should be in addition to private garden spaces.
 Natural play elements (e.g. boulders, stepping stones, grassy slopes) in visible
locations.
Each development must provide pedestrian circulation that connects between buildings
and shared amenities, as well as directly to public streets and greenways, and other
destinations such as schools, parks, and commercial areas.
NOISE
Developments and buildings must be designed to minimize impacts from adjacent
industrial and transportation activities. Consider the following:
 Site buildings to minimize light intrusion from trucks, trains and industrial site
lighting into residential units, yards and semi-private open spaces.
 Organize internal unit configuration to locate bedrooms and, where possible, other
living areas away from industrial and goods transportation activities (i.e. truck
routes, industrial site access points, the rail line). Locate all outdoor spaces away
from noise sources.
 Employ leading edge technical approaches to noise abatement in residential
building construction (e.g. fresh air ventilation alternatives to open windows,
acoustically rated glazing) including on balconies (e.g. sound absorption materials
and/or barriers).
 Provide landscape buffers within residential development sites. Use layered
plantings of trees and shrubs.
Each application to develop residential dwellings adjacent to industrial and transportation
activities must provide a report prepared by persons qualified in acoustics and noise
measurement, demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise standards for habitable areas
(i.e. max. 35 decibels for bedrooms, max. 40 decibels for living dining and recreation
rooms, and max. 45 decibels for kitchen, bathrooms, hallways and utility rooms). This
report will be registered as a covenant on title.
LIGHTING
All public and semi-private sidewalks and open spaces must be equipped with lighting.
Consider the following:
 Use unobtrusive fixtures which are consistent with the architecture of the building
and its surrounding context.
 Use shielded down lighting that provides for security, ambient lighting and
enhances architectural and landscape details but minimizes light pollution.
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 Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by using energy efficient lighting (e.g.
LED, solar-powered) and timer-, motion- or photo activated lighting for all
exterior areas, including walkways and driveways and for security lighting.
MATERIALS & COLOURS
All principal and accessory buildings within a development must use a cohesive palette
of materials and colours that is consistently applied and contributes to the overall quality
of the community. Consider the following:
 Use a natural palette of wood, stone or brick and muted paint colour tones (e.g.
Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours).
 Consistently apply materials to all sides of a building (i.e. do not emphasize the
principal facade with lesser treatment on the other facades).
 Change building materials and/or colours at interior or “reverse” corners of a
building, not at exterior corners or at changes in a facade plane.
 Use an accent colour which is harmonious with the main colours of the materials
and colours palette to unify the overall palette and to highlight architectural details
(e.g. eaves, window and door trim, railings).
 Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity. Reflective materials
(e.g. mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided.
Each development must use building and hardscape materials that are durable and
appropriate to their use, the local climate, and the urban environment. Consider the
following:
 Use high quality building materials (e.g. wood, stone, brick, or acceptable
alternative) rather than materials that are visibly simulated (e.g. vinyl siding) or
are inappropriate for an urban area (e.g. untreated or rough-sawn wood).
TRAILS & GREENWAYS
Each development which is identified on the Parks, Trails and Greenway Streets Map as
accommodating a portion of any trail or greenway must provide the trail or greenway
route (e.g. dedicate or gift land, provide a right-of-way or easement) and construct the
walkway for use by the general public.
Each development adjacent to any trail or greenway, as identified on the Parks, Trails and
Greenway Streets Map, must set buildings and other structures well back from the
walkway. Ensure the separation between private and public space is visually and
physically well-defined (e.g. planting, low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no barriers to
public access to the walkway.
ACCESSIBILITY
Endeavour to make all pathways and building entrances, public and semi-public spaces,
and special features and amenities of a site accessible by people of varying ability.
Consider the following:
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 Build sidewalks and pathways a minimum 1.8 metres (5.9 feet) wide with nonskid, uniform walking surfaces.
 Locate entrance ramps and lifts in areas that are highly visible, easy to use and
connected to the sidewalk.
 Where steps or high thresholds (e.g. related to FCL requirements) create a barrier,
provide an alternative route that is easily accessible to everyone.
 Locate site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating) where
they will not impede easy passage for those using a mobility device (e.g.
wheelchair, scooter) or people who are visually impaired.
 Locate parking for those with ability challenges close to accessible building
entrances.
 Use light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) in all outdoor areas.
White light facilitates better visibility.
SAFETY
Each development must provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) report outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments and
buildings, including open space.
TREES & PLANTING
Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC Landscape
and Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest Edition)” in
specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all trees and other
plant materials.
Each development must integrate trees, including shade trees. Consider the following:
 Retain existing mature trees wherever possible. Where tree removal is
unavoidable, replace with a number, species and size of trees that creates equal
value.
 Plant new trees in all public and semi-private open spaces, parking areas, private
yards, and along internal streets and pathways.
 Locate deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings to provide shade
and minimize unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar access and
passive solar gain during winter.
Tree species and other plant materials must be of high quality, suited to their purpose and
contribute to the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
 Choose species that are successful in the urban environment, easy to maintain, are
non-invasive and suited to Queensborough’s high water table. Selected tree
species should also have less aggressive rooting habits.
 Use broadleaf deciduous tree species, wherever possible, for all shade trees
including internal street trees and trees in parking areas. Select species that have a
minimum mature height of 15 meters (49 feet).
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All trees must be planted so that they will successfully become established and develop a
full canopy over time. Consider the following:
 Plant trees on internal streets in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) soil boulevard.
Where the boulevard is paved, plant street trees in a continuous trench finished
with a tree grate around each tree.
 Space street trees consistently and so that their canopies touch at maturity,
generally one tree every 6 to 8 metres (20 to 26 feet), depending on species.
 In parking areas, plant shade trees at an approximate ratio of one tree for every
five spaces. Plant trees in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) wide continuous trench
and protect trees with bollards or tree guards.
Develop and/or enhance areas of under storey vegetation using diverse, multi-storey
planting which will support habitat for smaller wildlife, songbirds and important
pollinators such as bees, butterflies and dragonflies.
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POLICY EVALUATION FOR PROPOSED VARIANCES
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POLICY EVALUATION FOR PROPOSED VARIANCES
Following is an evaluation of the proposed variances according to the 2008 Council
policy for considering variances.
Information Question
What is the intent of the bylaw which the applicant is seeking to have varied?
Building separations are intended to ensure adequate separations between
residential uses on the same site.
Assessment Questions
1. Is there a community benefit to the granting of the variance; beyond that
received by the owner or occupant of the property?
No.
2. Is there a hardship involved in adhering to the pertinent bylaw? A hardship
must relate to the location, size, geometry or natural attributes (e.g. slope,
floodplain, rock formation, natural vegetation) of the site and not the personal
or business circumstances of the applicant.
No
3. If the answer to question #2 is ‘No,’ but the answer to question #1 is ‘Yes,’ can
it still be demonstrated that the proposal still meets the intent of the bylaw?
Yes – The site design provides for appropriate orientation of buildings and the
variances for the most part pertain to driveways.
4. Is this the most appropriate mechanism for achieving the end result of the
proposed variance?
Yes, the other option would be a Comprehensive Development zone.
5. Is the proposed variance relatively minor?
Some of the reduced separations have been used to generate a larger common
open space. All private interior yards are a minimum of 15 feet.
Regulation Specific Criteria
Separations Between Buildings On The Same Site
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 Does the decreased setback still provide adequate space between the building and
the adjacent buildings?
Yes. Most of the variances proposed provide adequate space between the
buildings for the purpose intended.
 Does the decreased separations still provide for appropriate massing along the
street?
Yes. All of the buildings facing the street satisfy yard and separation requirements.
 Does the decreased separation create privacy issues for the adjacent buildings in
terms of windows, decks, or balconies?
No.
 Does the decreased separation create view obstruction issues?
No
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QUEENSBOROUGH TOWNHOUSE
COMPARISON CHART
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Number
of units

Units
Per
Acre

Floor Space
Ratio

Average
Unit Size

746 Ewen Ave.

30

23

0.74

1432 sq. ft.

728/734 Ewen Ave

37

22

0.70

843 Ewen Ave

67

25

0.82

620 Salter St.

54

24

0.73

702 Salter St

65

21

0.80

Approved Townhouse
Projects
42 South Dyke Rd.

36

23

0.77

1,450 sq. ft.

1100 Block Ewen

61

30

0.86

1,250 sq. ft.

Windsor Mews
1010 Ewen
Coopers Landing
935 Ewen
Eagle Estates
150 Pembina
Alexander Walk
1211 Ewen
303 – 307 Jardine
Street

68

29

0.91

1,360 sq. ft.

154

26

0.82

1,370 sq. ft.

51

20

0.65

1,415 sq. ft.

36

24

0.72

1,320 sq. ft.

8

28

0.84

1,300 sq. ft.

Status

Current Townhouse
Applications
Information
Report
1400 sq. ft.
This
Application
1,460 sq. ft.
Council
consideration
1,325 sq. ft.
Council
consideration
1,200 sq. ft.
Council
consideration

Approved
July 2011
Approved
Dec 2010
Constructed
2005
Constructed
2005
Constructed
2007
Constructed
2007
Approved
2008
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ADVANCE STREET PLAN FOR THE SALTER STREET,
CAMPBELL STREET AND EWEN AVENUE AREA
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DRAFT Advance Street Plan for Queensborough
City of New Westminster

January 2013
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ADVANCE STREET PLAN FOR QUEENSBOROUGH
1.0 PURPOSE OF THE ADVANCE STREET PLAN
Queensborough’s history as an agricultural and industrial community is reflected in the
number of single detached parcels with a larger than average area. For example, a number
of single detached parcels in Queensborough are upward of 1,858.1 square metres
(20,000 square feet), as compared to the minimum lot area requirement for single
detached parcels of 371.6 square metres (4,000 square feet).
Some larger parcels are in areas where there has already been some subdivision into
minimum-sized parcels. In these areas, many decisions about how the neighbourhood
should develop have already been made. For example, the location of new streets and
lanes, which streets new houses should front onto, and from which streets houses should
take access were all likely determined at the time of subdivision.
In some cases, the previous development decisions have made it clear how the remaining
large parcels would subdivide in the future. In other cases, there are a number of ways
that the remaining large parcels could potentially subdivide. In still other cases, there are
whole blocks made up of larger parcels where these development decisions remain to be
made. The Advance Street Plan gives guidance on development decisions for those areas
falling into the last two categories.
The Advance Street Plan guides future development such that it ensures appropriate
connectivity for pedestrians, bikes and vehicles through the community. It ensures the
neighbourhood evolves in the way best suited to accessing and servicing future
development. The Advance Street Plan also provides a degree of certainty for land
owners and developers regarding the future development of the community, including a
general understanding of the scale of future right of way dedication and some of the offsite requirements expected during subdivision.
Toward this purpose, the Advance Street Plan includes development principles and
dimensioned maps of advance street plan areas. The development principles would guide
development decisions, such as which streets new houses should front onto, and from
which streets or lanes houses should take access. The Street Maps illustrate the location
and width of future street and lane rights of way, in some cases in stages.

2.0 ROLE OF THE ADVANCE STREET PLAN
The Advance Street Plan is a non statutory policy document that will be approved by
Council to regulate development in the four areas in Queensborough identified on
Diagram 1. This policy will be used in conjunction with all applicable statutory plans and
bylaws when reviewing applications for development in any of the four plan areas.
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All development applications in the Advance Street Plan areas will be evaluated in
relation to the development principles (Section 3.0) and related area street maps (Section
4.0) contained within the plan. Alternate development configurations that are deemed to
meet the intent of the Advance Street Plan may also be considered at the discretion of the
City.
Diagram 1: Queensborough Advance Street Plan Areas

3.0 DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
There are six development principles for the Advance Street Plan Areas:
1. Regardless of their original frontage orientation, all parcels along Salter Street
should subdivide such that resulting parcels have frontage on Salter Street;
2. Except for those having frontage on Salter Street, single detached parcels along
all other existing and new streets should subdivide such that resulting parcels have
frontage on their respective street;
3. The principal building on each single detached parcel should be oriented toward
the street on which that parcel has frontage to create a strong street wall;
4. Multiple family developments should orient units to front onto all adjacent streets
and/or greenways to create a strong street/greenway wall;
5. Parcels having frontage on Ewen Avenue should take access from a rear lane or a
street other than Ewen Avenue;
6. Wherever possible, all other parcels should take access from a rear lane.
All parcels created through subdivision in the Advance Street Plan Areas would conform
to the development principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and
access. Any existing properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the
development principles over time.
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4.0 AREA STREET MAPS
4.1 Area #1: Phillips Street (at Salter Street)
Figure 1a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #1 which is bounded by Canil
Avenue on the northwest, Phillips Street on the northeast, Salter Street on the southeast
and Boundary Canal on the southwest. Eight parcels make up this area, including 202
through 212 Phillips, 1425 Salter and 211 Boundary.
A City right of way of irregular width separates the six Phillips parcels from 1425 Salter
and 211 Boundary. A City sanitary sewer pump station (blue dot) is located in the
northwest end of this right of way. A Canadian National Railway statutory right of way
(purple shading) is located parallel to the southeast bank of Boundary Canal and
continues across a portion of 211 Boundary. The Queensborough Perimeter Trail is
located within this right of way.
Area #1 is designated Residential – Low Density (RL) in the Queensborough Community
Plan (1995, and the update currently underway). It is bounded by areas of the same
designation to the north and east, and by Residential – Medium Density (RM) to the
south, which is developed as Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) (RT2D).
Figure 1a: Advance Street Plan Area #11

1

The railway right-of-way has since been removed from 211 Boundary. Despite what is depicted in Figure 1a, the
railway right-of-way extends north from Salter Street and ends at the property line of 211 Boundary and does not
extend onto that property.
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Figure 1b shows the draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase One of Two). A new “Street A”
would connect Salter Street and the western terminus of Canil Avenue using the existing
right of way. It would angle northward to accommodate the existing sanitary pump
station. Street A would have a 19.4 metre (64 foot) City right of way.2
A new “Lane A” would bisect the block created by this street configuration. This lane
would be within a 6.1 metre (20 foot) statutory right of way which would allow closure
of a portion of the lane in Phase Two development described below.
Figure 1b: Draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase One of Two)

2
Generally, for local streets that serve primarily adjacent parcels (i.e. have minimal through-traffic), a narrow street
right of way of 18.5 metres (60.1 feet) may be considered. Although the proposed new street will serve primarily
adjacent parcels, other technical considerations result in a slightly wider right of way requirement for this street.
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It is possible that the new parcels created by the Phase One subdivision could be
consolidated for further subdivision. In this case, the southeastern portion of Lane A
would be closed and a new “Lane B” would extend from Phillips Street to Street A.
Figure 1c shows the draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase Two of Two).
Figure 1c: Draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase Two of Two)

All parcels created through subdivision in Area #1 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time.
The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 1d. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black). The 211 Boundary
parcel would also be required to dedicate the portion of the site formerly covered by the
CN Railway right-of-way, which is the site of the Queensborough Perimeter Trail, and is
also used by the City for maintenance of Boundary Canal. Off-site improvements would
likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in Area #1, potentially
including but not limited to:


The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas.
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Figure 1d: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #1
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4.2 Area #2: Salter Street (between Gifford and Jardine Streets)
Figure 2a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #2 which is bounded by Ewen
Avenue on the northwest, Jardine Street on the northeast, Salter Street on the southeast
and Gifford Street on the southwest. Fourteen parcels in total make up this area, including
204 through 240 Jardine, 1102 through 1134 Ewen, and 1135 Salter.
A City right of way runs in a northwest/southeast direction along the length of the rear lot
line of 204 Jardine. The City holds statutory rights of way (purple shading) on 204
through 240 Jardine which provide access to the City sanitary sewer system and pump
station (blue dot). The City also holds a narrow statutory right of way (thin purple line)
for a future public greenway which runs from the front to the rear property line along the
northeast edge of 1130/1132 Ewen.
Area #2 is designated a mixture of Residential – Low Density (RL), Residential –
Medium Density (RM) and Commercial Main Street (CM) in the Queensborough
Community Plan (1995, and the update currently underway). It is bounded by areas of the
same designation.
Figure 2a: Advance Street Plan Area #2
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Figure 2b shows the draft Advance Street Plan Area #2 Street Map. A new “Street A”
would connect Salter Street to a northeast extension of Basran Avenue. New “Lane A,”
“Lane B,” “Lane C,” and “Lane D” would bisect the blocks created by this street
configuration. Street A would have a narrow 18.5 metre (60.7 foot) right of way. The
lanes would be within a 6.1 metre (20 foot) City right of way. The extension of Basran
would have a central boulevard at the intersection with Gifford Street and would
transition to an 18.5 metre (60.1 foot) City right of way toward Street A.
A new “Lane E” would continue northeast from the end of the Basran extension to
Jardine Street. Lane E would be within a 10 metre (32.8 foot ) City right of way and
would include both a vehicle travel lane and a sidewalk which would continue the City
greenway from Basran to Jardine. Another greenway (dashed arrow) would extend
northwest from the Basran/Street A intersection to Ewen Avenue within a City held
statutory right of way along the property line of adjacent parcels. The Basran extension
and Lane E would be the dividing line between single detached residential to the
southeast and the commercial and multiple family residential to the northwest.
Figure 2b: Draft Area #2 Street Map
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All parcels created through subdivision in Area #2 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time. For example, an existing driveway from the existing multiple family
residential at 1130/1132 Ewen Avenue would connect to the Basran Avenue extension to
provide an access alternative to Ewen.
The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 2c. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black). Off-site
improvements would likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in
Area #2, potentially including but not limited to:




Improvements to Gifford Street, including an increased right of way;
Relocation of the existing City sanitary sewer pump station; and
The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas and on the Lane E greenway extension.
Figure 2c: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #2
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4.3 Area #3: Ewen Avenue (1236 through 1248)
Figure 3a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #3 which is bounded by Ewen
Avenue on the northwest, and residential properties on the other three sides. Four parcels
in total make up this area, including 1236 through 1248 Ewen.
The Queensborough Community Plan (1995) indicates a split designation for each parcel
in Area #3 with Residential – Medium Density (RM) applied to approximately one-half
of the parcel adjacent to Ewen Avenue, and Residential – Low Density (RL) applied to
the remainder. In the draft land use plan for the Queensborough Community Plan update
(currently underway) all four parcels would be designated Residential – Low Density
(RL) in their entirety. Area #3 is bounded by areas designated Residential – Low Density
(RL) to the south, west and east, with Residential – Medium Density (RM) located north
across Ewen.
Figure 3a: Advance Street Plan Area #3
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Figure 3b shows the draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase One of Two). Eckert Avenue
would extend southwest and terminate in a cul-de-sac. An existing City right of way to
the southwest of the Area would be widened to create “Lane A” which would
accommodate vehicle travel. As the Eckert extension would be approximately 163 metres
(535 feet) long, Lane A would also act as a fire access lane. An existing City right of way
running parallel to the southwest edge of the Area would also be widened to create “Lane
B” which would accommodate vehicle travel. Both of these lanes would be within a 6.1
metre (20 foot) City right of way.
A new “Lane C” would be located at the south edge of the Area. Lane C would be within
a 10 metre (32.8 foot) City right of way and would include both a vehicle travel lane and
a sidewalk. This sidewalk would continue the City greenway from Basran Avenue,
southwest to the existing City right of way where it would continue southeast.
Figure 3b: Draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase One of Two)
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It is possible that the new parcels created by the Phase One subdivision could be
consolidated for further subdivision. In this case, a short new “Street A” would branch off
toward the southeast from the Eckert Avenue cul-de-sac. Street A would also end in a
cul-de-sac. Figure 3c shows the draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase Two of Two).
Figure 3c: Draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase Two of Two)

All parcels created through subdivision in Area #3 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time.
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The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 3d. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black), including
dedication of a portion of the rear of three parcels for Lane A (black dashed line). Off-site
improvements would likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in
Area #3, potentially including but not limited to:


The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas and on the Lane C greenway extension.
Figure 3d: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #3
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4.4 Area #4: Campbell Street (between Salter Street and Ewen Avenue)
Figure 4a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #4 which is bounded by Ewen
Avenue on the northwest, Campbell Street on the northeast, Salter Street on the southeast
and the Queensborough Middle School and residential properties on the southwest. Ten
parcels in total make up this area, including 202 to 220 Campbell and 728 through 746
Ewen.
The City holds a statutory right of way (purple shading) for utilities and access which
runs in an northeast/southwest direction along the length of the souteast lot line of 220
Campbell. A sanitary pump station (blue dot) is located within a separate right of way on
the school parcel adjacent to the rear lot line of 218 Campbell.
In the Queensborough Community Plan (1995, and the update currently underway), Area
#4 is designated a mixture of Residential – Medium Density (RM) for parcels
approximately north of the school site and Residential – Low Density (RL) for the
remaining parcels. It is bounded by areas of the same designation and the Queensborough
Middle School.
Figure 4a: Advance Street Plan Area #4
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Figure 4b shows the draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase One of Two). A new “Street A”
would extend from Campbell Street to the southwest edge of the Area. This street would
accommodate a segment of the City greenway network and would be the dividing line
between multiple family residential to the northwest and single detached residential to the
southeast. A new “Street B” would extend along the southwest edge of the Area, from
Salter Street to Street A. Street A would be within a standard 20 metre (65.6 foot) City
right of way to accommodate the greenway. Street B would be within a narrower 18.5
metre (60.7 foot) City right of way.
A new “Lane A” and “Lane B” would bisect the block created by this street
configuration. Both of these lanes would be within a 6.1 metre (20 foot) City right of
way.
Figure 4b: Draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase One of Two)

DRAFT Advance Street Plan for Queensborough
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Over time the 202 and 206 Campbell Street parcels, one of which has a relatively new
house (c. 2004), may choose to consolidate and redevelop. In this case, Lane A would
extend to Campbell Street in a 6.1 metre (20 foot) City right of way. Figure 4c shows the
draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase Two of Two).
Once the parcels on Lawrence Street to the west of the Area redevelop as multiple family
residential, Street A and the City greenway would extend to meet Lawrence in a 20 metre
(65.6 foot) City right of way (dashed arrow). Alternatively, the extension of only the City
greenway corridor in a right of way of 6 metres (19.7 foot) to 10 metres (32.8 foot) may
be considered.
Figure 4c: Draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase Two of Two)

All parcels created through subdivision in Area #4 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time.

DRAFT Advance Street Plan for Queensborough
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The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 4d. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black). Off-site
improvements would likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in
Area #4, potentially including but not limited to:





Improvements to Campbell Street;
Improvements to Lawrence Street when parcels along Lawrence are redeveloped
as multiple family residential;
Relocation of the existing City sanitary sewer pump station; and
The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas and on the future City greenway extension from Street A to
Lawrence.
Figure 4d: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #4
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Street A would be located generally at the property line boundary between the Ewen
Avenue parcels and 220 Campbell Street. The exact alignment of Street A would be
determined by the City Engineering and Development Services departments at the time of
development with the input of the affected parcel owners. Some options include: locating
the Street A right of way primarily on the southeast edge of the Ewen parcels (as in
Figure 4d); locating the right of way primarily on the 220 Campbell parcel (as in Figure
4e); or centering the right of way on the property line between 220 Campbell and
734/746 Ewen (as in Figure 4f). Alternative alignments that are deemed to meet the intent
of the Advance Street Plan may also be considered at the discretion of the City.
Figure 4e: First Alternative Alignment for Street A, Area #4

Figure 4f: Second Alternative Alignment for Street A, Area #4

DRAFT Advance Street Plan for Queensborough
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the Advisory Planning
Commission

Date: January 21, 2014

From:

Jim Hurst
Development Planner

File:

Subject:

Proposed Rezoning of 746 Ewen Avenue and a portion of 220 Campbell
Street in order to allow a 30 unit Townhouse Development - Preliminary
Report

REZ00077
DPQ00059

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information

PURPOSE
An application has been received to rezone the property at 746 Ewen Avenue and a
portion of 220 Campbell Street in order to construct a 30 unit townhouse development.
The purpose of this report is to provide preliminary information to the Advisory Planning
Commission on this application.
BACKGROUND
Agent:

Amarjit Ubhi
7732 118 Street, Delta, B.C.

Existing Zoning:

Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential
Dwelling Districts (RQ-1)

Proposed Zoning:

Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3)

Official Community Plan Land Use (RMC) Residential Medium Density/Community
Designation:
Facility
Site Characteristics:

Doc # 509022

Frontage: 140 feet (42.7 metres)
Depth: 466.7 feet (142.3 metres)
Site Area: 1.5 acres (0.6 hectares)
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APPENDICIES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT

2

Title
Location Map Showing Bus Stop
Locations
Project Plans

7

3

Sustainability Report Card

8

4

Text of Existing Official
Community Plan Designations
Queensborough Plan Update –
Draft Land Use Map

1

5

6

Title
Policy Evaluation For Proposed
Variances
Queensborough Townhouse
Comparison Chart
Advance Street Plan – Salter,
Campbell & Ewen Area

PROPOSAL
The applicant proposes to build a townhouse development with 30 three-bedroom units in
6 buildings. The project would provide 60 residential parking spaces, and 6 visitor
parking spaces for a total of 66 parking spaces. The proposed Floor Space Ratio is 0.74.
The proposed site coverage is 37% and the density is 20 units per acre. The buildings
have a height of 33.4 feet (10.1 metres).
CONTEXT
The subject site is zoned Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts
(RQ-1). The subject site is currently occupied by a single detached dwelling which was
constructed in 1923. The properties to the east of the subject site at 728 and 736 Ewen
Avenue are also the subject of a current rezoning application. Proposed on that
consolidated site are 37 townhouse units.
To the north across Ewen Avenue and to the east beyond Campbell Street are single
detached dwellings zoned Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts
(RQ-1). To the immediate west are single detached dwellings zoned RQ-1that are
designated in the existing and draft community plans for future development at medium
density. To the west beyond these properties are Queensborough Community Centre and
the Queensborough Elementary and Middle Schools. To the south are large properties
zoned RQ-1 that will be the subject of future subdivision applications.
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Site Constraints
The site has a geodetic elevation of 0.7 to 1.2 metres (2 to 3 feet) and is located within
the Fraser River Flood Plain. It is subject to regulations that limit the development at
grade for each unit to 452 square feet for automobile parking and 118 square feet for an
entry area. No storage or habitable floor space is allowed at grade. The underside of the
floor system for the habitable space must be clear of 11.53 feet (3.53 metres) GSC.
Sustainability Considerations
A Sustainability Report Card has been received for this proposal is generally supportive
of the City’s sustainability objectives in terms of providing family oriented units, increase
tax revenue from the property and intensifying the land use to support local businesses.
Variances Proposed in this Application
Variances are proposed for the separations between buildings on the site and to allow
tandem parking for 12 of the 30 units. The variances proposed in this application are:
Zoning Bylaw
Section

Building
Number

Required
Separation
(feet)

Provided
separation
(feet)

418.18
418.18
418.18
418.18
Parking Spaces

4–5
3–4
3–5
2–6
2 and 5

37.6
37.6
37.6
37.6
Side By Side

36.0
33.5
32.0
32.0
Tandem

OCP Designation
In the existing Queensborough Official Community Plan the site is designated for
Residential Development at Medium Density and/or Community Facility. The
Draft QCP designates the site as (RM) Residential – Medium Density. The
proposed site is designated as part of Residential Development Permit Area #8
East Queensborough (Queensborough #3). These development permit areas are:
…designated in order to provide housing in close proximity to the neighbourhood centre
and help define the axis streets leading to the centre of the neighbourhood. This area will
contain medium density, multi-family residential uses and may include community
amenities such as child care or community space (e.g., fire hall).
Doc # 509022
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Advance Street Plan: Ewen and Campbell
City Council has endorsed four Advance Street Plans for the Queensborough area. One of
those plans specifies that the properties at 728, 736 and 746 Ewen Avenue are to take
their site access from a new street to be dedicated along the southerly property line of
these three properties. In order for the development at 746 Ewen Avenue to go ahead then
the south access road must be dedicated by all three properties seeking redevelopment. A
portion of the property at 220 Campbell Street must also be dedicated for this access
road. In order for 746 Ewen Avenue to be developed the coordination of all four
properties is required. The rezoning application for 728 and 736 Ewen is being presented
on the same agenda as this report as the projects must be viewed as one for these off-site
works.
Proximity to Transit Services
Transit Facility
Skytrain Station
Frequent Transit
Network
Transit Stop

Service Level (min)

Distance (m)
2 km
40 meters

DISCUSSION
The Queensborough Community Plan is currently under review. When rezoning
applications are received during this review process, direction is then needed from City
Council regarding the timing of the consideration of these applications. During the
current plan review process, this designation of the subject site as (RM) ResidentialMedium Density has not been questioned or raised as a concern by the public, staff or
Council. It is for this reason that staff are recommending that this application be brought
forward for Council consideration at this time and that the application proceed through
the typical review process.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL REVIEW
The proposed development will be referred to all City Departments for review and will be
considered at a staff Development Review Committee meeting.
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NEXT STEPS
The next steps in the development review process are outlined below:
1. The application is circulated for review to all City Departments. Ongoing
2. Heritage evaluation of the existing house. Report to Council January 20, 2014
3. The applicant will attend a future Queensborough Residents Association meeting
to discuss this application and may also hold a public meeting. March and May
4. The application will be considered by the Advisory Planning Commission.
Preliminary January 2014
5. The site development and architectural design of the project will be reviewed by
the New Westminster Design Panel. Preliminary February 2014
6. Staff review of the proposed amenity contribution per City policy and report to
Council.
7. The application would be brought forward for consideration by Council.

CONCLUSION
An application has been received to rezone the property at 746 Ewen Avenue and a
portion of 220 Campbell Street to allow a 30 unit townhouse development. The
application satisfies the Official Community Plan designations for the site. The
application will be brought back to the Advisory Planning Commission for formal
consideration once the technical and design reviews are complete and the community
consultation is complete.

James Hurst,
Development Planner
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APPENDIX #1

LOCATION MAP SHOWING BUS STOP LOCATIONS
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746 Ewen Ave and 220 Campbell St

1: 2,594
0.1
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N
CNW GIS Services

0

0.07

0.1 Kilometers

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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746 EWEN AVENUE
PROJECT PLANS
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca
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Unit 202 - 670 EVANS AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6A 2K9
Tel: (604) 731-3012 / Fax: (604) 731-3908
Cel: (604) 649-0669 / Email: matthew@mcai.ca
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NOTES: * PLANT SIZES IN THIS LIST ARE SPECIFIED ACCORDING TO THE BC LANDSCAPE STANDARD, LATEST EDITION. CONTAINER SIZES SPECIFIED AS PER
CNTA STANDARDS. BOTH PLANT SIZE AND CONTAINER SIZE ARE THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SIZES. * REFER TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEFINED CONTAINER
MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER PLANT MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS. * SEARCH AND REVIEW: MAKE PLANT MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR OPTIONAL REVIEW BY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT AT SOURCE OF SUPPLY. AREA OF SEARCH TO INCLUDE LOWER MAINLAND AND FRASER VALLEY. * SUBSTITUTIONS: OBTAIN WRITTEN
APPROVAL FROM THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO MAKING ANY SUBSTITUTIONS TO THE SPECIFIED MATERIAL. UNAPPROVED SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE
REJECTED. ALLOW A MINIMUM OF FIVE DAYS PRIOR TO DELIVERY FOR REQUEST TO SUBSTITUTE. SUBSTITUTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD - DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS OF AVAILABILITY. ALL LANDSCAPE MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP MUST MEET OR EXCEED BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD'S LATEST EDITION. ALL PLANT MATERIAL MUST BE PROVIDED FROM CERTIFIED DISEASE FREE NURSERY
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APPENDIX #3

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT CARD
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2

1

Subject Area

See speciﬁcations in the City’s Building Permit
Requirement Package.

Uses construction techniques which minimize
site disturbance (sedimentation & erosion)
during the development phase.

Recommended:
60% of waste for demolition (by weight)
80% of waste for construction (by weight)
Stormwater

Includes a plan for construction waste
Waste &
disposal, specifying what percent of materials Materials
to be recycled. See Metro Vancouver’s DLC
Waste Management Toolkit.

Environment

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

1

1

/1

/1

Score

Sediment and erosion control
will be determined by the design
and consultation of a civil engineer.

80
= _________
% of construction

60
= _________
% of demolition

Recycled material:

Explanation

APPLICANT

/1

/1

Score

Comments

STAFF

Economic

Short Description of Project:______________________________________

Page 11

Page 8
Social & Cultural

37-unit slab-on-grade townhouse project

Page 1

Environment

VERSION # 1

Categories

June 2011

Planning Division

SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT CARD

Rezoning or
Development Permit Number: ___________________________________

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
Project Address:_______________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________________
June 21, 2013

PROJECT TYPE: RESIDENTIAL

151

6

Energy
Efﬁciency

Energy
Efﬁciency

Uses energy-efﬁcient lighting in individual
units and common areas.

5

Provides programmable thermostats in each
unit.

Habitat

Provides plants and staked trees in accordance
with the BC Landscape Standard.

7

Stormwater

Stormwater

Uses drought-tolerant landscaping and/
or high-efﬁciency or captured rainwater
irrigation systems.

See Metro Vancouver’s Stormwater Source
Control Design Guidelines.

Provides for stormwater retention &
evaporation, and groundwater treatment &
recharge in the stormwater management
plan.

Subject Area

4

3

VERSION # 1

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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2

1

1

1

3

/2

/1

/1

/1

/3

Score

Programmable thermostats wil be
provided in each dwelling unit to
control ambient temperature of
each unit.

Energy-efficient lighting will be
provided in all common areas in
addition to strategic placement
within each unit's common living
spaces, such as Living and Dining a

Will provide landscaping per BC
Landscape Standard.

Drought-tolerant plantings will be
used.

stormwater will be managed
through several different systems,
including rain-water leaders and
surface collection of rain-water in
common amenity spaces, which
will retain any surface water prior to
being filtered through draintiles and
sediment-control sumps.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/2

/1

/1

/1

/3

Score Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 2

11

Waste &
Materials

Waste &
Materials

Energy
Efﬁciency

Subject Area

EARLY STAGE

Achieves a recognized industry standard for
Building Rating
energy efﬁciency or sustainable design, such as
LEED; BuiltGreen Gold; BC Hydro PowerSmart
Gold; Energuide 82; or performance 25% better
than the Model National Energy Code.

EARLY STAGE

recycling collection (newsprint, paper,
containers, organics) in a secure common area
as per Draft Metro Vancouver Recycling Space
Standards (Appendix A).

Uses low-VOC (volatile organic compound)
products such as paints, carpeting and
adhesives to improve indoor air quality.

See www.energystar.gov under ‘Products’.

Provides EnergyStar-rated appliances.

10 Above City requirements, provides 4-stream

9

8

VERSION # 1

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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0

2

1

1

/8

/2

/1

/1

Score

Not provided

Each unit will be provided with
storage space (3 s.f./unit) for their
individual units needs for 4-stream
recycling.

111
= ___________
sq ft

Recycling space proposed:

low-VOC materials and products
will be used in construction and
finishing of project.

EnergyStar-rated appliances will be
provided in units.

Detail type of appliance:

Explanation

APPLICANT

/8

/2

/1

/1

Score Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 3

EARLY STAGE

• Uses high albedo (“white roof”) rooﬁng to
limit heat gain/heat island effect.

• Uses exterior window shading devices to
limit excessive solar heat gain.

• If possible, state the glazed area % of
envelope = _______%
60
Recommended: Below 60%

• Limits overall amount of exterior glazing to
minimize seasonal heat loss/heat gain:

• Uses landscaping & deciduous trees to
limit summertime solar gain & maximize
wintertime solar access.

• Provides operable windows on two sides of
units to allow cross-ventilation.

• Sites/masses buildings to maximize
natural lighting on sides with limited solar
exposure.

Examples:

VERSION # 1

14

Maximizes use of passive solar design to
reduce excessive heat loss/heat gain and
reduce energy consumption.

See speciﬁcations in the City’s Building Permit
Requirement Package.

EARLY STAGE

features or provides a net gain in tree canopy
and landscaped area.

13 Retains sound original trees and landscape

Provides space for growing food in common
areas (i.e. at-grade gardens or raised planters).

EARLY STAGE

features, including landscaped common areas
and walkways to green the built environment.

12 Provides open greenspace and other greened

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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Energy
Efﬁciency

Habitat

Habitat

Subject Area

/2

/3

/4

3

2

2

Score

Units will incorporate acceptable
roof over-hangs to shield upper
windows.

limited glazing will be provided to
reduce solar heat-gain in the
summer and heat-loss in the winter.

Deciduous trees and landscaping
will be used to shield
harmful/strong solar rays and
mitigate excessive heat-gain in
units in the summer time, while
providing maximum light and heat
in the winter months.

Units are designed to utilize
cross-ventilation with operable
windows at both front and rear of
units.

Site does not contain any existing
trees but will be provided with new
trees for a net gain.

A common amenity space will be
provided for children to play.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/4

/2

/3

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 4

*% of total building material cost. Note also
that heritage lumber/siding must be graded.

Recycled-- minimum 7.5%*
Salvaged/Refurbished-- minimum 10%*.

Recommended:

Facilitates salvaging of on-site heritage
materials by contractors or persons/groups
with a heritage interest.

VERSION # 1

buildings to improve building energy
efﬁciency, reduce heat island effect &
stormwater runoff, and create habitat &
biodiversity.

19 Incorporates landscaped roofs on concrete

18

Incorporates use of recycled and/or salvaged
materials, including those salvaged from
on-site or off-site heritage buildings.

Zoning By-law Section 150.74 allows a 3-space
parking reduction if a co-op vehicle & space is
provided. See also www.modo.coop.

EARLY STAGE

space as per City parking reduction incentive
policy.

17 Provides a co-op vehicle and assigned parking

Example: Solar or geo-exchange systems for
building hot water heating.

EARLY STAGE

Stormwater &
Habitat

Waste &
Materials

Transportation

Alternative
Energy

as geo-exchange, solar, or district energy.

EARLY STAGE

16 Incorporates alternative energy systems, such

Building Code requirements.

Energy
Efﬁciency

Subject Area

15 Achieves building energy performance above

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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0

0

0

0

2

/3

/2

/1

/4

/4

Score

Not provided.

Not provided.

Specify % of material:

Not provided.

Not provided.

Specify % of energy provided:

Low E tinted windows are being
provided on south and west
elevations.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/3

/2

/1

/4

/4

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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Transportation

24 Provides electric plug-ins to support use of

VERSION # 1

See BC Hydro’s Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure Deployment Guidelines

Recommended: 10% of resident stalls.

electric vehicles.

efﬁciency HVAC systems (heat recovery
systems, variable speed fans, etc.).

Energy
Efﬁciency

Habitat

23 In wood-frame buildings, incorporates high-

*Deﬁned by Invasive Plant Council of BC
www.invasiveplantcouncilbc.ca

native or adaptive species which provide
multi-storey habitat (groundcover, shrubs &
trees).

22 Removes invasive species* and incorporates

21

Stormwater

Subject Area

Reuses existing topsoil and other soils through Stormwater
on-site or nearby storage and topsoil screening
or other related practices.

grading for groundwater recharge and
stormwater retention/evaporation.

20 Provides 20 cm (8 in) of topsoil as ﬁnished

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

/1

/1

/1

1

/1

/2

0

1

1

1

Score

% of resident stalls:
10% of the visitor stalls (1 stall) will
be provided with a monitored
pay-per-use electric plug-in stall for
an electric car.

Not provided.

The existing site will be cleared of
all vegetation. A combination of
native and non native plants will be
used to create a diverse mixture of
plants in a multi-storey habitat

Top soil will be retained for re-use
on site in central amenity space
during construction.

A minimum of 8" of top soil will be
provided.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/1

/2

/1

/1

/1

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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VERSION # 1

TOTAL SCORE:
ENVIRONMENTAL ITEMS

UNIQUE SITE ASPECTS WHICH LIMIT
SUSTAINABILITY ACHIEVEMENT:

26 CONSTRAINTS—

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS NOT
CAPTURED ABOVE:

25 INNOVATION—

Environment

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

Subject Area

Explanation

/51

27

Due to the sites dimensions and location
and zoning, the project has dificulty
meeting or exceeding the requirements for
sustainable amenities such as food
gardens and extensive tree provisions while
providing a density increase within the city
OCP.

This project is striving to densify a
low-density neighbourhood with
townhouses.

Score

APPLICANT

/51

0

Score Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 7

EARLY STAGE

EARLY STAGE

EARLY STAGE

*Deﬁned in “Standards & Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada”. See
www.historicplaces.ca

Includes a professional heritage conservation
plan. Achieves a recognized industry
standard* for heritage conservation.

VERSION # 1

32

31

Includes affordable market housing units.

30 Provides long-term market or non-market
rental units.
EARLY STAGE

EARLY STAGE

29 Provides a diversity of unit sizes.

28

Provides ground-oriented units.

Examples: Housing for the lifespan of all
people including children & parents with
strollers; visitability features.

Includes other adaptable housing & barrierfree design features beyond Building Code.

27 Provides adaptable housing design features
above City requirements.
EARLY STAGE

Social & Cultural

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster
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Heritage

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Accessibility

Subject Area

0

4

2

0

1

0

/4

/4

/5

/1

/1

/3

Score

100

% of Total

Not provided.

All units are geared to providing
affordable multi-family homes.

All are purchase-able units that may
or may not be rented-out.

3-bedroom

Unit Type

All units will be groun-oriented.

Because of the Flood Control
Level , the site will not be able to
provide any barrier-free access to
unit living space which must be
above the flood control-level (much
higher than the finished grade.

% of adaptable units:

Explanation

APPLICANT

/4

/4

/5

/1

/1

/3

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013
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EARLY STAGE

d) Other____________________

Provides private amenities (check all that
apply):
a) Accessible green roof
✔ b) Play areas
✔ c) Social gathering place

f) Other___________________

VERSION # 1

36

35

Heritage

Heritage

Subject Area

Amenities

Provides public amenities above City voluntary Amenities
amenity contribution policy (check all that
apply):
EARLY STAGE
a) Child care facility
b) Communal gardens
c) Play areas
d) Public art
e) Public gathering place

EARLY STAGE

Integrates authentic and existing heritage
features such as signs, garden walls, gates,
sidewalks, and/or heritage trees/landscaping.

neighbourhood character or history in the
proposed architecture and/or land use.

34 Includes references to historic site or

EARLY STAGE

structure through restoration or
rehabilitation. May include re-location.

33 Includes reuse of an existing heritage

Social & Cultural

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

/2

2

/4

0

/2

0

/2

0

Score

A public play area in the amenity
space will be provided.

The sites lot area does not
facilitate the inclusion of any public
amenity space in addition to the
the required amenity space.

Not applicable to this site.

Not applicable to this site.

Explanation

APPLICANT

/2

/4

/2

/2

Score

Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 9

VERSION # 1

TOTAL SCORE:
SOCIAL & CULTURAL ITEMS

UNIQUE SITE ASPECTS WHICH LIMIT
SUSTAINABILITY ACHIEVEMENT:

38 CONSTRAINTS—

SOCIAL/CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
NOT CAPTURED ABOVE:

37 INNOVATION—

Social & Cultural

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

160

Subject Area

Explanation

0
/28

/28

Score

9

The sites lot area does not facilitate the
inclusion of any public amenity space in
addition to the the required amenity space.

Score

APPLICANT
Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 10

Land Use

42 Supports and/or is compatible with the

VERSION # 1

TOTAL SCORE:
ECONOMIC ITEMS

UNIQUE SITE ASPECTS WHICH LIMIT
SUSTAINABILITY ACHIEVEMENT:

44 CONSTRAINTS—

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS NOT
CAPTURED ABOVE:

43 INNOVATION—

Supports walking to shops & services
by strengthening an existing/planned
neighbourhood centre or broadening its
current retail/service mix.

EARLY STAGE

ongoing viability of surrounding existing
commercial or industrial employers.

Land Use

EARLY STAGE

Land Use

Employment

Subject Area

41 Redevelops a contaminated brownﬁeld site.
EARLY STAGE

supports local businesses.

40 Creates more intensive use of land that

tax base.

39 Results in net increase in the City’s property

Economic

728/734 Ewen Avenue, New Westminster

161

/13

/3

/4

/13

This sites proximity to local shops
and community services will
increase the frequenting of these
businesses and services.

Not applicable.

/2

/4

Score

0

/3

/4

/2

Yes, the increase in density of this
lot will facilitate the continued and
increased frequenting of local
businesses and establishments.

Yes, the increased density and
change of use of the existing lot
will increase the tax base for the
/4 existing lot.

Explanation

9

3

0

2

4

Score

APPLICANT
Comments

STAFF

June 21, 2013

Page 11
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1.2 For new multi-family building construction only, the centralized recycling storage space must also include a “Flex
Space” for storage of other reusable or recyclable materials. The required size of this space is 50% of the space
allocation for recyclable materials specified in Section 1.1.

1.1 The minimum size of the centralized recycling storage space for multi-family residential buildings and hospitality
lodgings shall be the greater of:
(a) 5 m2 (53.8 sq ft) or
(b) the space allocation determined by multiplying the number
of housing units by 0.19 m2 (2.05 sq ft)

In addition to storage space for the deposit and collection of garbage or refuse:

(Note: Access Standards may be added at a later date)

Draft Metro Vancouver Recycling Space Standards

APPENDIX A

APPENDIX # 4

TEXT OF EXISTING QUEENSBOROUGH OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN DESIGNATIONS
FOR 746 EWEN AVENUE
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NEW WESTMINSTER OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
LAND USE DESIGNATION
In the Official Community Plan the site is designated for Residential Development at
Medium Density and/ or Community Facility. The Plan describes this designation as:
(RMC) Residential Medium Density/Community Facility: this area will contain
medium density multi-family residential uses such as detached townhouses, row
houses, and stacked townhouses. Depending on the provision of public amenities,
a density bonus may be provided in order to reach the upper limits of density in
this area. This area will also contain community amenities such as churches, child
care, libraries or community space.

NEW WESTMINSTER OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
# 8 EAST QUEENSBOROUGH
The Ewen Avenue area, identified as Development Permit Area #8 [see
Map D2] and as Development Permit Area #3 in the Queensborough
Official Community Plan, is designated in order to provide housing in close
proximity to the neighbourhood centre and help define the axis streets
leading to the centre of the neighbourhood. This area will contain medium
density, multi-family residential uses and may include community
amenities such as child care or community space (e.g., fire hall). Home
based businesses facing the street are encouraged. Small commercial uses
to serve the neighbourhood may be considered. This Development Permit
Area establishes objectives and guidelines for the form and character of
multi-family development.
[Discussion of this area is also contained in the Queensborough Official
Community Plan.]
Objectives
The objectives of this designation are:
• Establish this area as a street oriented and pedestrian friendly medium
density residential area.
• Implement a street oriented medium density residential theme for the
designated area.
• Preserve and enhance elements of the natural environment in
juxtaposition to development.
Guidelines
Development permits issued in this area shall be in accordance with the
guidelines indicated in the Queensborough Official Community Plan.
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QUEENSBOROUGH OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
#3 QUEENSBOROUGH
The Ewen Avenue area, identified as Development Permit Area #8 [see Map D2] and as
Development Permit Area#3 in the Queensborough Official Community Plan, is
designated in order to provide housing in close proximity to the neighbourhood centre
and help define the axis streets leading to the centre of the neighbourhood. This area will
contain medium density multi-family residential uses and may include community
amenities such as child care or community space (e.g., fire hall). Home based businesses
facing the street are encouraged. Small commercial uses to serve the neighbourhood may
be considered. This Development Permit Area establishes objectives and guidelines for
the form and character of multi-family development.
Objectives
The objectives of this designation are:
• Establish this area as a street oriented and pedestrian friendly medium density
residential area
• Implement a street oriented medium density residential theme for the designated area
• Preserve and enhance elements of the natural environment in juxtaposition to
development
Development Permits issued in this area shall be in accordance with the following
guidelines.
a) the shape and massing of the buildings should relate to each other to form an
organized streetscape
b) the shape and exterior finishes of buildings should be sufficiently varied to avoid a
monotonous appearance when the development is viewed in the whole. Natural
materials (e.g. wood siding, shingles and windows) are encouraged.
c) the shape, slope and finish of the roofs should be such that when viewed from
above they appear clean and attractive and, can maintain this quality over time
d) the development should have a sense of unity, but should not be made monotonous
through repetition of building form
e) exterior lighting and signs should be unobtrusive, in scale with their surroundings
and be used to unify the development
f) technical approaches to noise abatement shall be employed in building
construction in the area
g) all parking should be beneath or behind buildings and well concealed from public
view
h) all sites shall be well landscaped
i) streetscaping/trees shall be provided on specified boulevards
j) trees shall line all driveways on private property
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k) where important natural features are to be retained, development variance permits
may be used to alter the massing of the buildings
l) provision be made for bicycle paths as part of the perimeter trail system through
developments
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APPENDIX #5

TEXT OF PROPOSED QUEENSBOROUGH OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN DESIGNATIONS
FOR 746 EWEN AVENUE

DRAFT LAND USE MAP
DRAFT LAND USE DESIGNATION
DRAFT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
DESIGNATION
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DRAFT LAND USE DESIGNATION FOR 746 EWEN
AVENUE
(RM) Residential – Medium Density – this area will contain medium density multifamily residential uses such as row houses, townhouses, and low rises. Depending on the
provision of public amenities, a density bonus may be provided in order to reach the
upper limits of density in this area.

DRAFT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
DESIGNATION FOR 746 EWEN AVENUE
#1 Ewen Avenue Multi-family
The Ewen Avenue Multi-family areas, identified as Development Permit Area #1 [see
Map B], are designated in order to provide housing in close proximity to the
neighbourhood centre and help define the axis streets leading to the centre of the
neighbourhood. This area will contain medium density, multi-family residential uses and
may include community amenities such as child care or community space (e.g. fire hall).
Home based businesses facing the street are encouraged. This Development Permit Area
protects development from hazardous conditions arising from the floodplain, encourages
best practices for promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. It also establishes guidelines for the form and character of multi-family
development.
Properties located within this Development Permit Area that are zoned Ewen Avenue
Comprehensive Development Districts (RM-CD-2) that develop commercial uses in
accordance with the zone must instead comply with the guidelines included in the
Queensborough Main Street Development Permit Area.
DESIGN GUIDELINES SITING

Building siting must contribute to a pedestrian scale neighbourhood character. Consider
the following:
 Orient residential units to front all streets and/or city trails and greenways
immediately adjacent to or within the development, except where the adjacent
street is a highway or truck route.
 For all corner lots and/or corner units, locate and design buildings to address all
frontages, including public and internal streets, and/or city trails and greenways.
 Use building siting to reinforce a sense of arrival at intersections that provide key
access points into the community. Enhance this effect with other special features
(e.g. publicly accessible plazas at the street corner, special roof shapes and/or
other architectural features, street furniture).
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Building siting must respect the existing neighbourhood and site context. Consider the
following:
 Consider existing buildings and outdoor spaces when siting new buildings,
including the location of windows and entrances, overlook of outdoor space,
impacts to air circulation and light penetration, etc.
 Site buildings to retain and enhance heritage assets by incorporating them into the
development of the site, wherever possible, including buildings, engineering
works and/or cultural landscapes, as well as significant landscape features (e.g.
mature vegetation and trees, distinctive landforms).
 Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets to be compatible with their
historical context without literally imitating older building styles. In these cases,
new buildings should provide an original interpretation of the traditional building
style (i.e. draw inspiration from fundamental design characteristics) while
continuing to reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
 Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to pedestrians and neighbours. Locate
service areas and mechanical equipment (e.g. utilities, HVAC, meters) at the rear
of buildings and away from neighbouring residential uses. Minimize visibility of
service areas and mechanical equipment from streets, open spaces and neighbours
(e.g. screen, reduce service and garage opening size, use shared service areas).
CHARACTER

All buildings and developments must be designed to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that enhances the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
 Use an architectural approach (i.e. massing, facade treatment, detailing, materials
and colour choice) which is harmonious with the riverfront community context.
 Create a cohesive streetscape. Use a similar alignment of windowsills, building
and roof lines, cornices, and floor-to-floor spacing along the street block.
 Design all principal and accessory buildings within a development and/or all
elements of an individual building to the same architectural style. Provide enough
variety (e.g. through massing, architectural detail) to avoid a monotonous
appearance when the development is viewed as a whole and to reinforce individual
building identity.
 Coordinate lighting, outdoor furniture and garbage receptacles and design outdoor
areas (e.g. walkways, patios) and landscape elements (e.g. retaining walls, fences,
screening) to be consistent with the style, materials, colour and quality of the
overall development.
 Select project and internal street names that evoke Queensborough’s riverfront
community context and/or the legacy of its historically prominent citizens.
 Provide public art to help enrich outdoor spaces and create pedestrian scale
landmarks. Use art that highlights Queensborough’s sense of place and is unique
to each location.
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HERITAGE
Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets. Reuse historic
industrial and agricultural artefacts on redevelopment sites (e.g. as public art).
MASSING

Building massing must contribute to a pedestrian scale neighbourhood character.
Consider the following:
 Use substantial vertical architectural features (e.g. changes in building height,
bays, high voids) to break the massing of multiple unit buildings into smaller
modules of similar scale.
 Relate the modules to the organization of interior space such that the expression of
individual units is reflected in the overall form of the building. Use horizontal
architectural elements to define floor-to-floor transitions, roofs and cornice lines.
 Design the roof to minimize the overall building mass, incorporating articulation
and variations in roof planes (e.g. dormers, gables, crenelated parapets) to break
up roof mass and reduce building scale.
 Reinforce the pedestrian scale massing by designing all buildings to have a heavier
“base” and lighter “top” that are visibly differentiated by use of material (e.g.
masonry on the base and wood siding on the top) and details (e.g. cornice
treatments at the top).
Building massing must maximize natural light and ventilation to apartment and
condominium units. Consider the following:
 Mass buildings to promote as many units as possible having exterior walls with
windows on two sides.
 Configure internal units using a wide window-wall to shallow room-depth ratio
that ensures ample daylight penetrates to the rear of the unit.
 Organize the interior space such that, wherever possible, a majority of primary
living spaces (e.g. living room, family room, kitchen) have exterior walls with
windows on two sides. As a minimum, ensure all primary living spaces and
secondary living spaces (e.g. bedroom, den, office) have at least one exterior wall
with a window.
 Take microclimate into consideration.
FACADES
The facades of all building walls that face public or internal streets, drive aisles,
pedestrian pathways, parks or open space must provide visual interest. Use architectural
elements (e.g. fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design elements, secondary roof
elements) and/or material or colour change.
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ENTRANCES
Primary pedestrian entrances into buildings must be integrated into the design of the
building, yet be clearly expressed. Consider the following:
 Articulate massing to identify building entrances (e.g. tall voids, central mass,
recessed entry).
 Frame with a secondary roof element (e.g. porch) to identify building entrances
and protect from weather.
 Establish a hierarchy of entrances, giving grouped pedestrian entrances visual
priority, individual pedestrian entrances the next highest visual priority, and
vehicle entrances the lowest visual priority.
Building entrances must be located and designed to have a strong relationship with the
street. Consider the following:
 Make entries for residential buildings and ground-oriented units, including front
porches visible from, oriented toward and directly connected (via a short pathway
and/or stairs) to the street (public or internal), city greenway or trail, or semiprivate entry courtyard onto which the building fronts. Make any semi-private
entry courtyard visible from, oriented toward and directly connected to the public
street (via a short pathway and/or stairs).
 Distinguish entrances with an arrival feature (e.g. courtyard, gateway) at the point
where the semi-private sidewalk meets the public sidewalk. Incorporate smaller
arrival features to visibly differentiate different building entrances within a
development. Integrate the design of arrival features with the overall design of the
development.
ROOFS
Rooftops must appear clean and attractive and in keeping with the architectural style of
the building. Consider the following:
 Locate and screen mechanical and service equipment such that it appears as an
integral part of the building when viewed from any angle.
 Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive and easy to maintain to
a high level of neatness.
 Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island effect.
WINDOWS
Windows must contribute to an interesting, pedestrian-scale environment. Consider the
following:
 Use windows which are of clear glass (e.g. not tinted, reflective or opaque).
 Use windows which are rectangular or square in proportion, except for accent
windows which may have a unique shape.
 Locate windows in the garage door of residential parking structures facing onto
public or internal streets or walkways, including city trails and greenways.
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Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce unwanted heat
gain in summer months. Consider the following:
 Ensure a solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better for south-facing windows to
maximize solar gain during winter.
 Use exterior shading devices (e.g. awnings, canopies, overhangs, light shelves,
louvers) which provide shade from the high summer sun, but provide solar access
to the low winter sun. Use these devices particularly on south-facing windows.
 Provide operable windows in each residential dwelling and/or unit. Locate
operable windows to take advantage of Queensborough’s prevailing easterly
winds (i.e. winds from the east to the west) to provide cross ventilation.
 Use stack vents and light wells to provide additional light and ventilation to
primary and secondary living spaces.
 Take microclimate into consideration when locating and sizing windows.
SIGNS
Signs must be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and materials of
the development and/or building and its surrounding context. Consider the following:
 Integrate signs into the detailing of the building (i.e. not applied as an
afterthought) but subordinate to the overall building composition.
 Make signs visible from the street without being visually obtrusive. Design the
size, location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.
 Use indirect lighting from fixtures that are integrated into the overall design and
character of the development and/or building.
OPEN SPACE
Each development must provide directly-accessible private outdoor space for all units.
Consider the following:
 Include balconies for above grade units and patios for ground-oriented units.
 Design roofs to provide usable outdoor space.
 Where units front onto public or internal streets and/or city trails or greenways,
use the private outdoor space to create a transition. Design this area to be spatially
well-defined and visible from the street or walkway (e.g. elevate slightly, enclose
with low hedges or an open-railing fence).
Each development must provide semi-private outdoor common space for all multi-family
developments. Use common space to create a transition from private residential areas to
the development entry at public streets. Orient private patios and entries around the semiprivate common space to facilitate neighbourly interactions and provide overlook for
children as they play.
Common outdoor space must be designed to be of a usable size and configuration.
Include a range of activities and generations. Consider the following:
 Hard and soft landscaped areas such as courtyards, patios, lawns and/or
naturalized open space.
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 Seating options such as benches, moveable chairs and/or tables. Locate seating
options suited to different weather conditions such as areas that capture the sun,
are shaded (e.g. by building canopies or trees) and/or are sheltered from wind and
rain.
 Common gardens where residents can grow flowers and food together. These
should be in addition to private garden spaces.
 Natural play elements (e.g. boulders, stepping stones, grassy slopes) in visible
locations.
Each development must provide pedestrian circulation that connects between buildings
and shared amenities, as well as directly to public streets and greenways, and other
destinations such as schools, parks, and commercial areas.
NOISE
Developments and buildings must be designed to minimize impacts from adjacent
industrial and transportation activities. Consider the following:
 Site buildings to minimize light intrusion from trucks, trains and industrial site
lighting into residential units, yards and semi-private open spaces.
 Organize internal unit configuration to locate bedrooms and, where possible, other
living areas away from industrial and goods transportation activities (i.e. truck
routes, industrial site access points, the rail line). Locate all outdoor spaces away
from noise sources.
 Employ leading edge technical approaches to noise abatement in residential
building construction (e.g. fresh air ventilation alternatives to open windows,
acoustically rated glazing) including on balconies (e.g. sound absorption materials
and/or barriers).
 Provide landscape buffers within residential development sites. Use layered
plantings of trees and shrubs.
Each application to develop residential dwellings adjacent to industrial and transportation
activities must provide a report prepared by persons qualified in acoustics and noise
measurement, demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise standards for habitable areas
(i.e. max. 35 decibels for bedrooms, max. 40 decibels for living dining and recreation
rooms, and max. 45 decibels for kitchen, bathrooms, hallways and utility rooms). This
report will be registered as a covenant on title.
LIGHTING
All public and semi-private sidewalks and open spaces must be equipped with lighting.
Consider the following:
 Use unobtrusive fixtures which are consistent with the architecture of the building
and its surrounding context.
 Use shielded down lighting that provides for security, ambient lighting and
enhances architectural and landscape details but minimizes light pollution.
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 Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by using energy efficient lighting (e.g.
LED, solar-powered) and timer-, motion- or photo activated lighting for all
exterior areas, including walkways and driveways and for security lighting.
MATERIALS & COLOURS
All principal and accessory buildings within a development must use a cohesive palette
of materials and colours that is consistently applied and contributes to the overall quality
of the community. Consider the following:
 Use a natural palette of wood, stone or brick and muted paint colour tones (e.g.
Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours).
 Consistently apply materials to all sides of a building (i.e. do not emphasize the
principal facade with lesser treatment on the other facades).
 Change building materials and/or colours at interior or “reverse” corners of a
building, not at exterior corners or at changes in a facade plane.
 Use an accent colour which is harmonious with the main colours of the materials
and colours palette to unify the overall palette and to highlight architectural details
(e.g. eaves, window and door trim, railings).
 Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity. Reflective materials
(e.g. mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided.
Each development must use building and hardscape materials that are durable and
appropriate to their use, the local climate, and the urban environment. Consider the
following:
 Use high quality building materials (e.g. wood, stone, brick, or acceptable
alternative) rather than materials that are visibly simulated (e.g. vinyl siding) or
are inappropriate for an urban area (e.g. untreated or rough-sawn wood).
TRAILS & GREENWAYS
Each development which is identified on the Parks, Trails and Greenway Streets Map as
accommodating a portion of any trail or greenway must provide the trail or greenway
route (e.g. dedicate or gift land, provide a right-of-way or easement) and construct the
walkway for use by the general public.
Each development adjacent to any trail or greenway, as identified on the Parks, Trails and
Greenway Streets Map, must set buildings and other structures well back from the
walkway. Ensure the separation between private and public space is visually and
physically well-defined (e.g. planting, low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no barriers to
public access to the walkway.
ACCESSIBILITY
Endeavour to make all pathways and building entrances, public and semi-public spaces,
and special features and amenities of a site accessible by people of varying ability.
Consider the following:
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 Build sidewalks and pathways a minimum 1.8 metres (5.9 feet) wide with nonskid, uniform walking surfaces.
 Locate entrance ramps and lifts in areas that are highly visible, easy to use and
connected to the sidewalk.
 Where steps or high thresholds (e.g. related to FCL requirements) create a barrier,
provide an alternative route that is easily accessible to everyone.
 Locate site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating) where
they will not impede easy passage for those using a mobility device (e.g.
wheelchair, scooter) or people who are visually impaired.
 Locate parking for those with ability challenges close to accessible building
entrances.
 Use light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) in all outdoor areas.
White light facilitates better visibility.
SAFETY
Each development must provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) report outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments and
buildings, including open space.
TREES & PLANTING
Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC Landscape
and Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest Edition)” in
specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all trees and other
plant materials.
Each development must integrate trees, including shade trees. Consider the following:
 Retain existing mature trees wherever possible. Where tree removal is
unavoidable, replace with a number, species and size of trees that creates equal
value.
 Plant new trees in all public and semi-private open spaces, parking areas, private
yards, and along internal streets and pathways.
 Locate deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings to provide shade
and minimize unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar access and
passive solar gain during winter.
Tree species and other plant materials must be of high quality, suited to their purpose and
contribute to the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
 Choose species that are successful in the urban environment, easy to maintain, are
non-invasive and suited to Queensborough’s high water table. Selected tree
species should also have less aggressive rooting habits.
 Use broadleaf deciduous tree species, wherever possible, for all shade trees
including internal street trees and trees in parking areas. Select species that have a
minimum mature height of 15 meters (49 feet).
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All trees must be planted so that they will successfully become established and develop a
full canopy over time. Consider the following:
 Plant trees on internal streets in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) soil boulevard.
Where the boulevard is paved, plant street trees in a continuous trench finished
with a tree grate around each tree.
 Space street trees consistently and so that their canopies touch at maturity,
generally one tree every 6 to 8 metres (20 to 26 feet), depending on species.
 In parking areas, plant shade trees at an approximate ratio of one tree for every
five spaces. Plant trees in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) wide continuous trench
and protect trees with bollards or tree guards.
Develop and/or enhance areas of under storey vegetation using diverse, multi-storey
planting which will support habitat for smaller wildlife, songbirds and important
pollinators such as bees, butterflies and dragonflies.
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APPENDIX # 5

QUEENSBOROUGH PLAN UPDATE

DRAFT LAND USE MAP
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SCHEDULE C
Land Use Designation Map
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QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY PLAN — Schedules

286

APPENDIX # 6
POLICY EVALUATION FOR PROPOSED VARIANCES
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746 EWEN AVENUE - POLICY EVALUATION FOR PROPOSED VARIANCES
Following is an evaluation of the proposed variances according to the 2008 Council
policy for considering variances.
Information Question
What is the intent of the bylaw which the applicant is seeking to have varied?
Requirements for building separations are intended to ensure adequate
separations between residential uses on the same site.
Assessment Questions
1. Is there a community benefit to the granting of the variance; beyond that
received by the owner or occupant of the property?
No
2. Is there a hardship involved in adhering to the pertinent bylaw? A hardship
must relate to the location, size, geometry or natural attributes (e.g. slope,
floodplain, rock formation, natural vegetation) of the site and not the personal
or business circumstances of the applicant.
No
3. If the answer to question #2 is ‘No,’ but the answer to question #1 is ‘Yes,’ can
it still be demonstrated that the proposal still meets the intent of the bylaw?
Yes – The site design provides for appropriate orientation of buildings and the
variances pertain to driveways.
4. Is this the most appropriate mechanism for achieving the end result of the
proposed variance?
Yes, the other option would be a Comprehensive Development zone.
5. Is the proposed variance relatively minor?
The variances are minor.
Regulation Specific Criteria
Separations Between Buildings On The Same Site
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 Does the decreased setback still provide adequate space between the building and
the adjacent buildings?
Yes. The variances are minor.
 Does the decreased separations still provide for appropriate massing along the
street?
Yes. There is only one building at the street so there are no separation issues.
 Does the decreased separation create privacy issues for the adjacent buildings in
terms of windows, decks, or balconies?
No.
 Does the decreased separation create view obstruction issues?
No
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APPENDIX # 7

QUEENSBOROUGH TOWNHOUSE
COMPARISON CHART
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Number
of units

Units
Per
Acre

Floor Space
Ratio

Average
Unit Size

746 Ewen Ave.

30

23

0.74

1432 sq. ft.

728/734 Ewen Ave

37

22

0.70

843 Ewen Ave

67

25

0.82

620 Salter St.

54

24

0.73

702 Salter St

65

21

0.80

Approved Townhouse
Projects
42 South Dyke Rd.

36

23

0.77

1,450 sq. ft.

1100 Block Ewen

61

30

0.86

1,250 sq. ft.

Windsor Mews
1010 Ewen
Coopers Landing
935 Ewen
Eagle Estates
150 Pembina
Alexander Walk
1211 Ewen
303 – 307 Jardine
Street

68

29

0.91

1,360 sq. ft.

154

26

0.82

1,370 sq. ft.

51

20

0.65

1,415 sq. ft.

36

24

0.72

1,320 sq. ft.

8

28

0.84

1,300 sq. ft.

Status

Current Townhouse
Applications
This
Application
1400 sq. ft. Information
Report
1,460 sq. ft.
Council
consideration
1,325 sq. ft.
Council
consideration
1,200 sq. ft.
Council
consideration

Approved
July 2011
Approved
Dec 2010
Constructed
2005
Constructed
2005
Constructed
2007
Constructed
2007
Approved
2008
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SALTER STREET, CAMPBELL STREET AND EWEN
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ADVANCE STREET PLAN FOR QUEENSBOROUGH
1.0 PURPOSE OF THE ADVANCE STREET PLAN
Queensborough’s history as an agricultural and industrial community is reflected in the
number of single detached parcels with a larger than average area. For example, a number
of single detached parcels in Queensborough are upward of 1,858.1 square metres
(20,000 square feet), as compared to the minimum lot area requirement for single
detached parcels of 371.6 square metres (4,000 square feet).
Some larger parcels are in areas where there has already been some subdivision into
minimum-sized parcels. In these areas, many decisions about how the neighbourhood
should develop have already been made. For example, the location of new streets and
lanes, which streets new houses should front onto, and from which streets houses should
take access were all likely determined at the time of subdivision.
In some cases, the previous development decisions have made it clear how the remaining
large parcels would subdivide in the future. In other cases, there are a number of ways
that the remaining large parcels could potentially subdivide. In still other cases, there are
whole blocks made up of larger parcels where these development decisions remain to be
made. The Advance Street Plan gives guidance on development decisions for those areas
falling into the last two categories.
The Advance Street Plan guides future development such that it ensures appropriate
connectivity for pedestrians, bikes and vehicles through the community. It ensures the
neighbourhood evolves in the way best suited to accessing and servicing future
development. The Advance Street Plan also provides a degree of certainty for land
owners and developers regarding the future development of the community, including a
general understanding of the scale of future right of way dedication and some of the offsite requirements expected during subdivision.
Toward this purpose, the Advance Street Plan includes development principles and
dimensioned maps of advance street plan areas. The development principles would guide
development decisions, such as which streets new houses should front onto, and from
which streets or lanes houses should take access. The Street Maps illustrate the location
and width of future street and lane rights of way, in some cases in stages.

2.0 ROLE OF THE ADVANCE STREET PLAN
The Advance Street Plan is a non statutory policy document that will be approved by
Council to regulate development in the four areas in Queensborough identified on
Diagram 1. This policy will be used in conjunction with all applicable statutory plans and
bylaws when reviewing applications for development in any of the four plan areas.
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All development applications in the Advance Street Plan areas will be evaluated in
relation to the development principles (Section 3.0) and related area street maps (Section
4.0) contained within the plan. Alternate development configurations that are deemed to
meet the intent of the Advance Street Plan may also be considered at the discretion of the
City.
Diagram 1: Queensborough Advance Street Plan Areas

3.0 DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
There are six development principles for the Advance Street Plan Areas:
1. Regardless of their original frontage orientation, all parcels along Salter Street
should subdivide such that resulting parcels have frontage on Salter Street;
2. Except for those having frontage on Salter Street, single detached parcels along
all other existing and new streets should subdivide such that resulting parcels have
frontage on their respective street;
3. The principal building on each single detached parcel should be oriented toward
the street on which that parcel has frontage to create a strong street wall;
4. Multiple family developments should orient units to front onto all adjacent streets
and/or greenways to create a strong street/greenway wall;
5. Parcels having frontage on Ewen Avenue should take access from a rear lane or a
street other than Ewen Avenue;
6. Wherever possible, all other parcels should take access from a rear lane.
All parcels created through subdivision in the Advance Street Plan Areas would conform
to the development principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and
access. Any existing properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the
development principles over time.
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4.0 AREA STREET MAPS
4.1 Area #1: Phillips Street (at Salter Street)
Figure 1a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #1 which is bounded by Canil
Avenue on the northwest, Phillips Street on the northeast, Salter Street on the southeast
and Boundary Canal on the southwest. Eight parcels make up this area, including 202
through 212 Phillips, 1425 Salter and 211 Boundary.
A City right of way of irregular width separates the six Phillips parcels from 1425 Salter
and 211 Boundary. A City sanitary sewer pump station (blue dot) is located in the
northwest end of this right of way. A Canadian National Railway statutory right of way
(purple shading) is located parallel to the southeast bank of Boundary Canal and
continues across a portion of 211 Boundary. The Queensborough Perimeter Trail is
located within this right of way.
Area #1 is designated Residential – Low Density (RL) in the Queensborough Community
Plan (1995, and the update currently underway). It is bounded by areas of the same
designation to the north and east, and by Residential – Medium Density (RM) to the
south, which is developed as Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) (RT2D).
Figure 1a: Advance Street Plan Area #11

1

The railway right-of-way has since been removed from 211 Boundary. Despite what is depicted in Figure 1a, the
railway right-of-way extends north from Salter Street and ends at the property line of 211 Boundary and does not
extend onto that property.
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Figure 1b shows the draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase One of Two). A new “Street A”
would connect Salter Street and the western terminus of Canil Avenue using the existing
right of way. It would angle northward to accommodate the existing sanitary pump
station. Street A would have a 19.4 metre (64 foot) City right of way.2
A new “Lane A” would bisect the block created by this street configuration. This lane
would be within a 6.1 metre (20 foot) statutory right of way which would allow closure
of a portion of the lane in Phase Two development described below.
Figure 1b: Draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase One of Two)

2
Generally, for local streets that serve primarily adjacent parcels (i.e. have minimal through-traffic), a narrow street
right of way of 18.5 metres (60.1 feet) may be considered. Although the proposed new street will serve primarily
adjacent parcels, other technical considerations result in a slightly wider right of way requirement for this street.
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It is possible that the new parcels created by the Phase One subdivision could be
consolidated for further subdivision. In this case, the southeastern portion of Lane A
would be closed and a new “Lane B” would extend from Phillips Street to Street A.
Figure 1c shows the draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase Two of Two).
Figure 1c: Draft Area #1 Street Map (Phase Two of Two)

All parcels created through subdivision in Area #1 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time.
The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 1d. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black). The 211 Boundary
parcel would also be required to dedicate the portion of the site formerly covered by the
CN Railway right-of-way, which is the site of the Queensborough Perimeter Trail, and is
also used by the City for maintenance of Boundary Canal. Off-site improvements would
likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in Area #1, potentially
including but not limited to:


The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas.
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Figure 1d: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #1
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4.2 Area #2: Salter Street (between Gifford and Jardine Streets)
Figure 2a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #2 which is bounded by Ewen
Avenue on the northwest, Jardine Street on the northeast, Salter Street on the southeast
and Gifford Street on the southwest. Fourteen parcels in total make up this area, including
204 through 240 Jardine, 1102 through 1134 Ewen, and 1135 Salter.
A City right of way runs in a northwest/southeast direction along the length of the rear lot
line of 204 Jardine. The City holds statutory rights of way (purple shading) on 204
through 240 Jardine which provide access to the City sanitary sewer system and pump
station (blue dot). The City also holds a narrow statutory right of way (thin purple line)
for a future public greenway which runs from the front to the rear property line along the
northeast edge of 1130/1132 Ewen.
Area #2 is designated a mixture of Residential – Low Density (RL), Residential –
Medium Density (RM) and Commercial Main Street (CM) in the Queensborough
Community Plan (1995, and the update currently underway). It is bounded by areas of the
same designation.
Figure 2a: Advance Street Plan Area #2
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Figure 2b shows the draft Advance Street Plan Area #2 Street Map. A new “Street A”
would connect Salter Street to a northeast extension of Basran Avenue. New “Lane A,”
“Lane B,” “Lane C,” and “Lane D” would bisect the blocks created by this street
configuration. Street A would have a narrow 18.5 metre (60.7 foot) right of way. The
lanes would be within a 6.1 metre (20 foot) City right of way. The extension of Basran
would have a central boulevard at the intersection with Gifford Street and would
transition to an 18.5 metre (60.1 foot) City right of way toward Street A.
A new “Lane E” would continue northeast from the end of the Basran extension to
Jardine Street. Lane E would be within a 10 metre (32.8 foot ) City right of way and
would include both a vehicle travel lane and a sidewalk which would continue the City
greenway from Basran to Jardine. Another greenway (dashed arrow) would extend
northwest from the Basran/Street A intersection to Ewen Avenue within a City held
statutory right of way along the property line of adjacent parcels. The Basran extension
and Lane E would be the dividing line between single detached residential to the
southeast and the commercial and multiple family residential to the northwest.
Figure 2b: Draft Area #2 Street Map
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All parcels created through subdivision in Area #2 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time. For example, an existing driveway from the existing multiple family
residential at 1130/1132 Ewen Avenue would connect to the Basran Avenue extension to
provide an access alternative to Ewen.
The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 2c. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black). Off-site
improvements would likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in
Area #2, potentially including but not limited to:




Improvements to Gifford Street, including an increased right of way;
Relocation of the existing City sanitary sewer pump station; and
The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas and on the Lane E greenway extension.
Figure 2c: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #2
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4.3 Area #3: Ewen Avenue (1236 through 1248)
Figure 3a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #3 which is bounded by Ewen
Avenue on the northwest, and residential properties on the other three sides. Four parcels
in total make up this area, including 1236 through 1248 Ewen.
The Queensborough Community Plan (1995) indicates a split designation for each parcel
in Area #3 with Residential – Medium Density (RM) applied to approximately one-half
of the parcel adjacent to Ewen Avenue, and Residential – Low Density (RL) applied to
the remainder. In the draft land use plan for the Queensborough Community Plan update
(currently underway) all four parcels would be designated Residential – Low Density
(RL) in their entirety. Area #3 is bounded by areas designated Residential – Low Density
(RL) to the south, west and east, with Residential – Medium Density (RM) located north
across Ewen.
Figure 3a: Advance Street Plan Area #3
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Figure 3b shows the draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase One of Two). Eckert Avenue
would extend southwest and terminate in a cul-de-sac. An existing City right of way to
the southwest of the Area would be widened to create “Lane A” which would
accommodate vehicle travel. As the Eckert extension would be approximately 163 metres
(535 feet) long, Lane A would also act as a fire access lane. An existing City right of way
running parallel to the southwest edge of the Area would also be widened to create “Lane
B” which would accommodate vehicle travel. Both of these lanes would be within a 6.1
metre (20 foot) City right of way.
A new “Lane C” would be located at the south edge of the Area. Lane C would be within
a 10 metre (32.8 foot) City right of way and would include both a vehicle travel lane and
a sidewalk. This sidewalk would continue the City greenway from Basran Avenue,
southwest to the existing City right of way where it would continue southeast.
Figure 3b: Draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase One of Two)
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It is possible that the new parcels created by the Phase One subdivision could be
consolidated for further subdivision. In this case, a short new “Street A” would branch off
toward the southeast from the Eckert Avenue cul-de-sac. Street A would also end in a
cul-de-sac. Figure 3c shows the draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase Two of Two).
Figure 3c: Draft Area #3 Street Map (Phase Two of Two)

All parcels created through subdivision in Area #3 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time.
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The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 3d. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black), including
dedication of a portion of the rear of three parcels for Lane A (black dashed line). Off-site
improvements would likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in
Area #3, potentially including but not limited to:


The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas and on the Lane C greenway extension.
Figure 3d: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #3
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4.4 Area #4: Campbell Street (between Salter Street and Ewen Avenue)
Figure 4a depicts the extent of Advance Street Plan Area #4 which is bounded by Ewen
Avenue on the northwest, Campbell Street on the northeast, Salter Street on the southeast
and the Queensborough Middle School and residential properties on the southwest. Ten
parcels in total make up this area, including 202 to 220 Campbell and 728 through 746
Ewen.
The City holds a statutory right of way (purple shading) for utilities and access which
runs in an northeast/southwest direction along the length of the souteast lot line of 220
Campbell. A sanitary pump station (blue dot) is located within a separate right of way on
the school parcel adjacent to the rear lot line of 218 Campbell.
In the Queensborough Community Plan (1995, and the update currently underway), Area
#4 is designated a mixture of Residential – Medium Density (RM) for parcels
approximately north of the school site and Residential – Low Density (RL) for the
remaining parcels. It is bounded by areas of the same designation and the Queensborough
Middle School.
Figure 4a: Advance Street Plan Area #4
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Figure 4b shows the draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase One of Two). A new “Street A”
would extend from Campbell Street to the southwest edge of the Area. This street would
accommodate a segment of the City greenway network and would be the dividing line
between multiple family residential to the northwest and single detached residential to the
southeast. A new “Street B” would extend along the southwest edge of the Area, from
Salter Street to Street A. Street A would be within a standard 20 metre (65.6 foot) City
right of way to accommodate the greenway. Street B would be within a narrower 18.5
metre (60.7 foot) City right of way.
A new “Lane A” and “Lane B” would bisect the block created by this street
configuration. Both of these lanes would be within a 6.1 metre (20 foot) City right of
way.
Figure 4b: Draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase One of Two)
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Over time the 202 and 206 Campbell Street parcels, one of which has a relatively new
house (c. 2004), may choose to consolidate and redevelop. In this case, Lane A would
extend to Campbell Street in a 6.1 metre (20 foot) City right of way. Figure 4c shows the
draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase Two of Two).
Once the parcels on Lawrence Street to the west of the Area redevelop as multiple family
residential, Street A and the City greenway would extend to meet Lawrence in a 20 metre
(65.6 foot) City right of way (dashed arrow). Alternatively, the extension of only the City
greenway corridor in a right of way of 6 metres (19.7 foot) to 10 metres (32.8 foot) may
be considered.
Figure 4c: Draft Area #4 Street Map (Phase Two of Two)

All parcels created through subdivision in Area #4 would conform to the development
principles regarding frontage, principal building orientation and access. Any existing
properties in the Area would also be encouraged to conform with the development
principles over time.
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The location of new streets and lanes in relation to existing parcels (2013) is shown in
Figure 4d. As illustrated, the creation of new streets and lanes would require dedication
from adjacent parcels (existing property lines shown in heavy black). Off-site
improvements would likely also be identified at the time of subdivision of any parcels in
Area #4, potentially including but not limited to:





Improvements to Campbell Street;
Improvements to Lawrence Street when parcels along Lawrence are redeveloped
as multiple family residential;
Relocation of the existing City sanitary sewer pump station; and
The addition of street trees on all new and existing streets adjacent to
development areas and on the future City greenway extension from Street A to
Lawrence.
Figure 4d: Comparison to Existing Parcels (2013) for Area #4
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Street A would be located generally at the property line boundary between the Ewen
Avenue parcels and 220 Campbell Street. The exact alignment of Street A would be
determined by the City Engineering and Development Services departments at the time of
development with the input of the affected parcel owners. Some options include: locating
the Street A right of way primarily on the southeast edge of the Ewen parcels (as in
Figure 4d); locating the right of way primarily on the 220 Campbell parcel (as in Figure
4e); or centering the right of way on the property line between 220 Campbell and
734/746 Ewen (as in Figure 4f). Alternative alignments that are deemed to meet the intent
of the Advance Street Plan may also be considered at the discretion of the City.
Figure 4e: First Alternative Alignment for Street A, Area #4

Figure 4f: Second Alternative Alignment for Street A, Area #4
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the Advisory Planning
Commission

Date:

January 21, 2014

From:

Jim Hurst,
Development Planner

File:

REZ00008

Subject:

Rezoning of 41 and 175 Duncan Street to allow a 473 unit multifamily
residential development and the extension of the City’s perimeter
walkway in Queensborough

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information.

At its meeting on May 21, 2013, the Advisory Planning Commission reviewed an
application for the site at 41 and 175 Duncan Street to develop 48 townhouse units and
325 apartment units, relocate the existing dyke to the perimeter of the site, construct the
perimeter walkway on the dyke, and dedicate the dyke area to the City for park purposes.
The townhouse zoning allowed a floor space ratio of 0.90. The apartment zoning allowed
a floor space ratio of 1.30. The maximum height for the buildings was four storeys. The
application was supported by the Advisory Planning Commission.
Prior to consideration of the application by Council, the applicant revised the application
to propose a development consisting of 48 townhouse units, with a floor space ratio of
0.90 and 425 apartment units with a floor space ratio of 1.50. The maximum height of the
buildings would be six storeys. The revised application was considered by Council and
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 7645, 2013 to rezone the site was given first and second
reading by Council and a Public Hearing was scheduled. Rather than proceed with the
Public Hearing at that time, the applicant has asked Council to defer the Public Hearing
to allow time for a public meeting and allow the revised project tube considered by the
Advisory Planning Commission prior to setting a new date for the Public Hearing.
The purpose of this report is to provide updated information on the rezoning application
to the Advisory Planning Commission. The attached report was received by Council on
November 4, 2013 and formed the basis for their decision to move the project forward to
Doc# 508859
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a Public Hearing. Also attached to this report is the Advisory Planning Commission
report from May 21, 2013

Jim Hurst,
Development Planner
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Advisory Planning Commission
Members

Date: January 21, 2014

From:

Barry Waitt,
Senior Planner

File:

Subject:

Production of Medical Marihuana - Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment

13.2680.20

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek input from the Advisory Planning Commission
regarding a proposed amendment to the Zoning Bylaw that would permit the growing of
marihuana in the M-2 Heavy Industrial District.
BACKGROUND
On October 7, 2013 Council received a report describing federal government changes in
regulations regarding the production of and access to marihuana for medical purposes. A
summary of the proposed new system is provided below.
Federal Government Regulatory Context: The Proposed System
In December, 2012 the Federal Minister of Health announced a new (the proposed
Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (MMPR) Act) system permitting the
growth and distribution of marihuana for medical purposes that relies upon commercial
production. Security requirements would be established for the production site and for
key personnel of the licensed producer. Standards for packaging, transportation and
record keeping would contribute to achieving security objectives.
Individuals who wish to access marihuana for medical purposes would no longer be
required to apply to Health Canada. Individuals would be able to obtain marihuana, of
any strain commercially available, with information similar to a prescription from an
authorized health care practitioner (a physician or, potentially, a nurse practitioner)
through a secured means of shipment (i.e. courier) from a producer or from a pharmacist,
if permitted by Provincial regulations.
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Health Canada would no longer receive and process applications or issue authorizations
and licenses, nor continue to produce and supply marihuana for medical purposes. Health
Canada would not enter into future contractual arrangements for the production and
distribution of marihuana for medical purposes, but would return to its more traditional
role as regulator.
Health Canada is now receiving applications for licensed producers, with the new system
to be fully implemented by March, 2014. Once a license is issued to a producer, it will
be valid for three years and can be renewed.
The following chart shows the substantive differences between the phased out program
(MMAR) and the new program (MMPR).

Regulatory agency
Effectiveness date
Expiry date
Marihuana
Health Canada
Producers
Individuals at home
Commercial producers
Maximum number of
clients
Required
Production for
licenses
personal use
Production for up to
two clients
Production for
unlimited number of
clients

Medical
Marihuana Access
Program
(MMAR)
Health Canada
2001
March 31, 2014
Yes
Yes
Yes
Two
Personal-Use
Production License
Designated-Person
Production License
N/A

Marihuana for Medical
Purposes Regulations
(MMPR)
Health Canada
June 7, 2013
N/A
No
No
Yes
Unlimited
N/A
N/A
Licensed Producer License

A further report was submitted to Council on December 2, 2013. The report indicated
that Council directed staff to take a broader approach to the regulatory process for the
production of marihuana for medical purposes. The report concluded that in considering
the production nature of this land use and the potential land use impacts, and in
accordance with Council direction, it was recommended that Council consider amending
the Zoning Bylaw to permit the growing of marihuana in the M-2 Heavy Industrial
District.
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Council adopted the recommendations at that time to direct staff to prepare a zoning
amendment bylaw as discussed above and to forward the potential text amendment to the
Advisory Planning Commission for comment.
EXISTING POLICY/PRACTICE
New Westminster Regulatory Context
With the new federal government system, in New Westminster, the growing or
cultivation of marihuana is permitted under the ‘nurseries and greenhouse’ land use
category permitted use in the Limited Agricultural Districts (AG-1) and the Family Farm
Agricultural Districts (AG-2). The production of marihuana is also permitted in the M-5
Light Industrial Mixed Use District under the “Manufacturing and Storage of
Pharmaceuticals.” See attached Appendix A. The growing of marihuana would require a
business licence.
ANALYSIS
Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations
The objective of the proposed MMPR is to reduce the risks to public health, security and
safety, while significantly improving the way in which individuals access marihuana for
medical purposes.
The proposed MMPR sets out a licensing scheme that is intended to allow for larger-scale
production, comparable to that for other narcotics used for medical purposes. This would
permit commercial production while regulating the quality and security of dried
marihuana. The following chart outlines the regulatory approaches being taken or
considered by other municipalities in Metro Vancouver:
Growing Marihuana
Regulatory Approach of Other Metro Vancouver Municipalities
Municipality
Burnaby

Zoning

Comments

Currently permitted as a
pharmaceutical use under M1,
M2, M3, M4 and M5
industrial zones. Also
permitted as cultivation use
under A1, A2, and A3
agricultural zones.

Has been recommended to be
permitted through rezoning to
Comprehensive Development
District, based on M1, M2,
M3, M4, and M5 industrial
zoning districts. Each proposal
would be subject to a site
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Coquitlam

Permitted in the M3 zone.

Delta

Currently permitted in I1 and
I2 industrial zones.

City of Langley

Not permitted.

Maple Ridge

Permitted in all agricultural
zones on ALR lands as farm
use only. ALC to determine if
proposed facility complies as a
permitted use or not.

Proposed bylaw will allow for
commercial production of
marihuana in agricultural
zones only, subject to large
setbacks and a setback from
schools.

North Vancouver City

Currently not permitted.

North Vancouver District

Production permitted under
light manufacturing category.

Pitt Meadows

Currently not permitted.

Port Coquitlam

Currently not permitted.

Port Moody

Is permitted in all Industrial
zones.
Currently permitted in the
AG1, AG3, and AG4
Agricultural zones on a case
by case basis.

Preliminary staff discussions
indicate use likely to go into
an industrial zone due to
limited commercial space.
Staff recommendation to
define and prohibit ‘medical
marihuana licensed production
facilities’ within the District.
Council is considering the
creation of a new industrial
zone, which would require all
applicants to go through a
rezoning process. Further, Pitt
Meadows are considering to
permit it on ALR lands in
conjunction with ALC.
Research being undertaken on
options, including having it
permitted in a specific zone.
No changes are contemplated.

Richmond

Only 5 M-3 zoned parcels, all
with established businesses.
Applicants may identify
alternate industrial sites to be
rezoned.
Report to be sent to Council
seeking direction on this
matter in the near future. .
No changes planned.

Staff recommendation to
request Health Canada to only
issue licenses in compliance
with the City’s Strategic
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Surrey

Permitted in the C8B zone.

Vancouver

Is permitted under an
agricultural zone and
Chinatown zoning.

West Vancouver

Not permitted.

White Rock

Permitted in CS zone.

Facility Management
Approach which would aim at
limiting the type, number, and
location of licensed facilities
by establishing rigorous
regulatory requirements.
Will de facto result in any
proposed medical marihuana
growing operation to go
through the rezoning process.
No changes contemplated in
near future. Use is permitted
only in RA1 (Agricultural Southlands) and Chinatown
Historic zone. Each
application would be taken as
a Development Permit and as
such would be considered on a
case by case basis.
No industrial or agricultural
lands, therefore, the
production of marihuana is not
permitted. No changes
contemplated.
Commercial zone (CS) created
to accommodate this use.
There are currently no land
parcels zoned CS.

Approaches to Dealing with New Marihuana Operations
Council has indicated that it wishes to see a more open approach to the approval process
for the production of medical marihuana. Taking into account that this use is primarily a
production and packaging type of operation, it is suggested that permitting opportunities
to grow marihuana in industrial areas would be most appropriate.
In consideration of the federal government security requirements, as well as the fact that
these operations will likely be of a larger scale and not be pedestrian and customer
oriented, it is suggested that the production of medical marihuana be permitted in the
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heavy industrial zoning district. Staff suggest that light industrial sites are not
appropriate, in that these areas are more likely to be in close proximity to commercial and
residential land uses, therefore creating concerns regarding land use conflicts and
potential safety issues. Limiting the potential locations to M-2 Heavy Industrial District
zoned properties (attached Appendix B) should reduce the likelihood of land use conflicts
with abutting residences.
Allowing the production of medical marihuana in M-2 areas would require the issuance
of a Development Permit, if the site is located in a Development Permit Area. The
Development Permit will need to be obtained with respect to the form and character of
the building. It is noted that some M-2 zoned properties are not currently in Development
Permit areas; the draft Queensborough Community Plan will be rectifying this issue.
While a zoning bylaw amendment is under consideration to permit the growing of
medical marihuana in the M-2 District, in light of the uncertainty regarding how well the
the proposed MMPR will work in terms of adherence to federal government regulations,
it is prudent to consider conditions of use in order to mitigate potential land use impacts.
The following conditions of use are proposed in relation to the establishment of this land
use:
1. All operations related to the growing of medical marihuana must take place within
a completely enclosed building.
2. Any property which is occupied by a facility for the growing of medical
marihuana shall be at least 60.9 m. (200 ft.) from any property occupied by a
school or a single, two-unit or multi unit residential use.
Approvals
In addition to any City approvals, prior to establishing a business for the growing of
marihuana, a producer would need to be licensed by Health Canada, obtain a building
permit and a business license from the City. Through the building permit and business
license application processes, all necessary building and fire safety inspections would be
conducted.
CONCLUSION
In consideration of the production nature of this land use and the potential land use
impacts, and in accordance with Council direction, a zoning bylaw amendment has been
prepared which would permit the growing of marihuana in the M-2 Heavy Industrial
District.
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Input from the Advisory Planning Commission is requested prior to further consideration
of the zoning bylaw amendment by Council.

Barry Waitt,
Senior Planner
:bw
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APPENDIX “A”

SITES WHERE GROWING OF MEDICAL MARIHUANA
PERMITTED BY CURRENT ZONING
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Sites Under Which Growing of Medical Marijuana is Currently Permitted
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APPENDIX “B”

M-2 HEAVY INDUSTRUAL DISTRICT ZONED SITES
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